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Summary
Tungsten carbide (WC) is a widely used material for cutting tools due to its high mechanical
hardness and friction toughness. When exposed to high temperature (e.g. due to friction), oxi-
dation occurs and transforms the stable phase of tungsten carbide to a powdery phase.
To avoid oxidation and enhance the tool lifetime, protective layers are deposited on top of
WC substrates consisting of various oxides or nitrides, either as single layers or as multilayer
structures. For physical vapor deposition (PVD) processes (e.g. magnetron sputtering), a bias
potential is applied to the substrate to achieve the surface energy necessary for the growth pro-
cess. When growing insulating layers (such as most of the metal oxides), the bias potential is
reduced during growth, leading to poorer crystallinity as the layer thickness increases.
Therefore, the development of a semi conductive oxide with advantageous mechanical prop-
erties for coating applications is of great interest.
In this thesis, aluminum oxide (Al2O3) was deposited on tungsten carbide substrates using dual
magnetron sputtering (DSM) with argon as the sputtering gas. The deposition conditions dur-
ing the growth process provide many different parameters that influence the crystal growth. A
combination of argon and oxygen pressure during sputtering, together with the bias potential
and substrate temperature was identified as necessary to achieve an electrically conductive alu-
minum oxide phase.
The goal of this thesis was to analyze the conductive aluminum oxide phase with respect to the
structural and electrical features. In addition to the enhanced quality of wear resistant coatings
for cutting applications, conductive aluminum oxide is an interesting new member of the trans-
parent conductive oxide (TCO) family. Strong efforts are made to find a replacement for the
most widely used material indium tin oxide (ITO), since it relies on expensive and rare materi-
als. A conductive aluminum oxide only requires easily available materials and is therefore an
excellent candidate to play an important role in future TCO developments.
Samples analyzed in this thesis were provided by Walter AG in Tübingen. The samples consist
of WC substrates (for cutting applications) and wear resistive coatings of aluminum oxide were
deposited using DMS. A subset of the samples was coated with an additional Ti0.33Al0.67N layer
using high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HIPIMS).
The structure of the conductive phase was identified as a disordered cubic structure, containing
aluminum, oxygen and argon up to mole fractions of 2.5 at%. To make a distinction to insulat-
ing disordered cubic aluminum oxide phases known as γ aluminum oxide, the conductive phase
is called pseudo-γ aluminum oxide.
Due to its unique structure (known as disordered spinel) of γ aluminum oxide, it is possible to
incorporate rather large amounts of noble gas atoms into the structure. But only when argon is
incorporated in the growth using DMS, the conductive phase is formed. The Ar atoms seem to
stabilize the pseudo-γ phase.
To get a grasp on the role of argon in the formation of the conductive phase, the structural fea-
tures as well as the electrical properties were investigated in detail in this thesis.
Investigations were performed both in plan-view and in cross-section. The samples were cho-
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sen to cover a wide range of samples properties such as film thickness, deposition bias, but also
different hardness values. Quantitative energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) in a scan-
ning electron microscope (SEM) was carried out to trace the Ar mole fraction and to establish
a correlation thereof to the sample hardness.
By precisely determining the Ar mole fraction in plan-view as well as cross-section in SEM
EDX point scans, the argon mole fraction was successfully correlated to the sample hardness,
showing that the Ar atoms are essential to the forming of the stable structure. In addition, a shift
in the lattice spacing towards a larger unit cell was observed when more Ar was incorporated
into the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide phase.
By performing SEM EDX linescans in cross-section, the Ar distribution was found to be non-
uniform. The highest Ar amount was always found at the interface to the WC substrate, but
different content profiles were found for the rest of the sample, ranging from a linear decay
throughout the film to a second, smaller maximum in the Ar content.
TEM investigation revealed that the differences in the Ar mole fraction are in fact linked to
structures features of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide phase. For both samples under investiga-
tion in the TEM, a multilayer structure was found at the interface to the substrate with high
argon mole fractions up to 10 at%. For the rest of the sample, different structures were found
for the sample with higher and lower hardness. The high hardness sample showed columnar
grains with a constant Ar mole fraction at ≈ 2 at%, whereas the low hardness sample showed
much smaller grains with decreasing Ar mole fraction towards the top of the film.
In terms of electrical characterization, two different contacting methods were successfully ap-
plied, using DC sputtered Au contacts and Ti0.33Al0.67N contacts deposited using HIPIMS. Such
contacts showed low ohmic electrical resistance values at room temperature and semiconduct-
ing behavior in temperature dependent measurements. The same samples were also used to
determine the ratio of the thermopower of pseudo-γ aluminum oxide to its heat conductivity,
revealing a positive sign of the thermopower.
Temperature dependent measurements of the electrical resistance were also performed on sam-
ples with Ti0.33Al0.67N on top of pseudo-γ aluminum oxide. All samples showed curved lines in
Arrhenius plots of the electrical conductivity as is expected for a polycrystalline semiconductor.
By carefully choosing the right model to explain the curvature of the reference samples, it is
possible to gain insight on the structural features that are essential for the applied model, such
as grain structure and homogeneity of the films.
For further use of pseudo-γ aluminum oxide as a transparent conductive oxide, the possibility
to transfer the structure to different substrates was successfully investigated. Films were de-
posited on WC substrate as a reference and on electrically insulating SiO2, leading to the same
pseudo-γ aluminum oxide phase in both cases. All applied methods of characterization such as
x-ray diffraction (XRD), SEM and SEM EDX showed that the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide layers
are identical and do not depend on the substrate material.
Future work still needs to be done on the optimization of the contacting procedure of the
pseudo-γ films. Especially the deposition of structured contacts on samples with insulating SiO2
substrates is important to determine electrical resistivity and absolute thermopower values that
can lead to a deeper understanding of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide phase. Due to its cheap
materials, pseudo-γ aluminum oxide is an excellent candidate for future use as a transparent
conductive oxide.
Zusammenfassung
Wolframcarbid (WC) ist aufgrund seiner hohen Härte und Reibungsfestigkeit ein weit ver-
breitetes Material für Schneidwerkzeuge. Bei hohen Temperaturen (z.B. durch Reibung beim
Schnittprozess) tritt Oxidation auf und die stabile Phase von Wolframcarbid wird in eine pul-
vrige Phase umgewandelt.
Um Oxidation zu vermeiden und die Lebensdauer des Werkzeugs zu erhöhen, werden einzelne
oder mehrere Schutzschichten aus verschiedenen Oxiden und Nitriden auf WC-Substrate
aufgebracht. Bei Abscheidung mittels physical vapor deposition (PVD) Prozessen (bspw.
Magnetron- Sputtern) wird ein Vorspannungspotential an das Substrat angelegt, um die für
den Wachstumsprozess erforderliche Oberflächenenergie zu erreichen. Beim Aufwachsen von
isolierenden Schichten (wie den meisten Metalloxiden) wird das effektive Vorspannungspoten-
tial während des Wachstums verringert, was zu einer schlechteren Kristallinität führt.
Die Entwicklung eines halbleitenden Oxids mit herausragenden mechanischen Eigenschaften
für Beschichtungsanwendungen ist daher von großem Interesse.
In dieser Arbeit wurde Aluminiumoxid auf Wolframcarbidsubstrat abgeschieden, wobei Dual-
Magnetron-Sputtern (DMS) mit Argon als Sputtergas verwendet wurde. Die Abscheidungs-
bedingungen während des Wachstumsprozesses werden durch viele verschiedene Parameter
definiert. Es wurde eine Kombination aus Argon- und Sauerstoffdruck während des Sputterns
zusammen mit dem Vorspannungspotential und der Substrattemperatur identifiziert, die zu einer
elektrisch leitfähigen Aluminiumoxidphase führt.
Ziel dieser Arbeit war es, die leitfähige Aluminiumoxidphase hinsichtlich der strukturellen und
elektrischen Eigenschaften zu analysieren. Neben der verbesserten Qualität verschleißfester
Beschichtungen für Schneidanwendungen ist leitfähiges Aluminiumoxid ein interessantes
neues Mitglied der transparenten leitfähigen Oxide (TCO). Große Forschungsanstrengungen
werden unternommen, um einen Ersatz für Indiumzinnoxid (ITO) zu finden, da es aus teuren
und seltenen Materialien besteht. Ein leitfähiges Aluminiumoxid benötigt hingegen nur leicht
verfügbare Materialien und ist daher ein hervorragender Kandidat, um bei zukünftigen TCO-
Entwicklungen eine wichtige Rolle zu spielen.
Die in dieser Arbeit analysierte Proben wurden von der Walter AG in Tübingen zur Verfügung
gestellt. Die Proben bestehen aus WC-Substrat mit Verschleissschutzschichten aus Aluminiu-
moxid, abgeschieden mittels DMS. Eine Teil der Proben wurde mittels Hochleistungsimpuls-
Magnetron-Sputtern (HIPIMS) mit einer zusätzlichen Ti0.33Al0.67N-Schicht beschichtet.
Die Struktur der leitfähigen Phase wurde als ungeordnete kubische Struktur identifiziert aus
Aluminium und Sauerstoff, sowie Argon mit Molanteilen bis zu 2.5 at%. Bisher bekannte un-
geordnete kubische Aluminiumoxidphasen sind als γ Aluminiumoxid bekannt und sind alle
elektrisch isolierend. Um daher die elektrische leitfähige Phase abzugrenzen, wurde der Begriff
pseudo-γ Aluminiumoxid eingeführt.
Aufgrund seiner einzigartigen Struktur (bekannt als ungeordneter Spinell) ist es möglich, große
Mengen an Edelgasatomen in die Struktur einzubauen. Doch nur beim Wachstum mittels DMS
führt der Einbau von Argon zur Bildung der leitfähigen Phase. Die Ar- Atome scheinen die
pseudo-γ Phase zu stabilisieren.
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Um die Rolle des Argon innerhalb der leitfähigen Phase zu verstehen, wurden die strukturellen
Merkmale sowie die elektrischen Eigenschaften der pseudo-γ Phase in dieser Arbeit detailliert
untersucht.
Die Charakterisierung der Proben wurde sowohl an Draufsicht- als auch an Querschnittsproben
durchgeführt. Die Proben wurden so ausgewählt, dass sie einen breiten Bereich an
Probeneigenschaften abdecken, bspw. Probendicke, Vorspannungspotential, aber auch unter-
schiedliche Härtewerte. Quantitative energiedispersive Röntgen-Spektroskopie (EDX) wurde
im Rasterelektronenmikroskop (REM) durchgeführt, um die Ar-Molanteile zu bestimmen und
eine Korrelation der Probenhärte mit der Ar-Molfraktion aufzustellen.
Durch genaue Bestimmung des Ar- Anteils in Draufsicht sowie im Querschnitt konnte der Ar-
Anteil erfolgreich mit der Probenhärte korreliert werden. Dies zeigt, dass die Ar- Atome für die
Bildung der stabilen Struktur wesentlich sind. Zudem konnte mittels Röntgendiffraktometrie
(XRD) beobachtet werden, dass die Gitterkonstante der Struktur umso größer wird, je mehr Ar
in die pseudo-γ Phase eingebaut wurde.
In REM-EDX Linescans an Querschnittproben wurde eine inhomogene Ar-Verteilung fest-
gestellt. Der höchste Ar-Anteil wurde immer an der Grenzfläche zum WC-Substrat gemessen.
Für den Rest der Probe wurden unterschiedliche Argonprofile gefunden, die von einem linearen
Abfall im gesamten Film bis zu einem zweiten, kleineren Maximum des Ar-Anteils reichen.
Untersuchungen im Transmissionselektronenmikroskop (TEM) ergaben, dass die Unterschiede
im Ar-Molanteil tatsächlich mit den Strukturmerkmalen der pseudo-γAluminiumoxidphase
zusammenhängen. Für die im TEM untersuchten Proben wurde eine Mehrschichtstruktur an
der Grenzfläche zum Substrat mit hohen Ar-Molanteilen bis zu 10 at% gefunden. Für den Rest
der Probe wurden unterschiedliche Merkmale für die Probe mit höherer und niedrigerer Härte
gefunden. Die Probe mit hoher Härte zeigte säulenförmige Körner mit einem konstanten Ar-
Molanteil bei ≈ 2 at%, während die Probe mit geringer Härte kleinere Körner mit abnehmen-
dem Ar-Molanteil zur Oberseite des Films zeigte.
Im Hinblick auf die elektrische Charakterisierung wurden zwei verschiedene Kontak-
tierungsmethoden erfolgreich angewendet, sowohl DC-gesputterte Au-Kontakte als auch mit
HIPIMS abgeschiedene Ti0.33Al0.67N-Kontakte. DC-Au-Kontakte zeigten niedrige ohmsche
Widerstandswerte bei Raumtemperatur und halbleitendes Verhalten bei temperaturabhängi-
gen Messungen. An denselben Proben wurde auch das Verhältnis der Thermokraft zur
Wärmeleitfähigkeit von pseudo-γ Aluminiumoxid bestimmt, wobei ein positives Vorzeichen
der Thermokraft festgestellt wurde.
Temperaturabhängige Messungen des elektrischen Widerstandes wurden auch an Proben mit
Ti0.33Al0.67N auf pseudo-γ Aluminiumoxid durchgeführt. Alle Proben zeigten in Arrhenius-
Diagrammen gekrümmte Linien der elektrischen Leitfähigkeit, wie sie für einen polykristalli-
nen Halbleiter erwartet werden. Durch die sorgfältige Auswahl des richtigen Modells zur Erk-
lärung der Krümmung können Einblicke in die für das angewandte Modell wesentlichen Struk-
turmerkmale wie Kornstruktur und Homogenität der Filme gewonnen werden.
Für die weitere Verwendung von pseudo-γ Aluminiumoxid als TCO wurde die Möglichkeit un-
tersucht, die Struktur auf verschiedene Substrate zu übertragen. Dünne Aluminiumoxid Filme
wurden auf WC-Substrat (als Referenz) und auf elektrisch isolierendem SiO2 abgeschieden,
was in beiden Fällen zur gleichen pseudo-γ Aluminiumoxidphase führte. Alle angewandten
vCharakterisierungsmethoden wie XRD, REM und REM EDX zeigten, dass die abgeschiedenen
Aluminiumoxidfilme identisch sind und nicht vom Substratmaterial abhängen.
Die Optimierung des Kontaktierungsverfahrens für pseudo-γ Aluminiumoxid Schichten gilt
es weiterhin zu optimieren. Insbesondere die Abscheidung strukturierter Kontakte auf Proben
mit isolierenden SiO2-Substraten ist wichtig, um den spezfischen elektrischen Widerstand und
die absoluten Thermokraftwerte zu bestimmen. Aufgrund seiner günstigen Ausgangsmateri-
alien ist pseudo-γ Aluminiumoxid ein hervorragender Kandidat für den zukünftigen Einsatz als
transparentes leitfähiges Oxid.

Thesis Structure
This thesis consists of three parts and nine chapters in total.
• Part I: Transparent conductive oxides and pseudo-γ aluminum oxide
– Chapter 1 gives an introduction to transparent conductive oxides and their physical
properties. The current state of research is presented as well as an overview of TCO
materials, their distinct properties and applications in current technology.
– Chapter 2 introduces the family of different aluminum oxide phases, their deposition
techniques, crystal structures and properties. In addition, the deposition technique
for the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide samples analyzed in this thesis are introduced and
an sample overview is presented.
• Part II: Advanced characterization techniques and sample preparation
– Chapter 3 is an introduction to electron microscopy. The motivation for electron
microscopy in general is presented as well as an overview of the instruments that
were used in this thesis. Qualitative as well as quantitative techniques are explained
in detail for SEM and TEM investigation .
– Chapter 4 contains an introduction to sample preparation for electron microscopic
investigation. The preparation of plan-view and cross-section samples for SEM is
explained in detail, as well as cross-section samples for TEM investigation.
– Chapter 5 gives an overview of measurement techniques for accessing the sample
properties, e.g. mechanical properties (hardness) and electrical properties (temper-
ature dependent resistance, thermopower).
• Part III: Structure-property correlation
– Chapter 6 presents the investigation of the role of argon in the formation of the
pseudo-γ aluminum oxide phase. Structural analysis using XRD, SEM imaging and
quantitative EDX were used to establish a structure-property correlation and link the
mechanical properties to structural features of the samples.
– Chapter 7 focuses on pseudo-γ aluminum oxide as a TCO. Methods of contacting
are introduced and room temperature measurements of the electrical resistance are
presented. The optical properties are presented and prove that despite its electrical
conductivity, pseudo-γ aluminum oxide remains optically transparent in the visible
range.
– Chapter 8 shows the result of temperature dependent measurements of the electrical
resistance of pseudo-γ aluminum oxide. A detailed investigation of the exact shape
of the Arrhenius plots were linked to the structural properties of the samples and a
structure-property correlation was established.
– Chapter 9 presents in depth TEM investigation on pseudo-γ aluminum oxide thin
films. Bright- and dark-field imaging, together with electron diffraction, energy dis-
persive x-ray spectroscopy and electron energy loss spectroscopy gives insight in the
formation process of the hard pseudo-γ aluminum oxide phase. Argon incorporation
was successfully linked to the structural formation on a nanometer scale.
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Part I
Transparent conductive oxides and pseudo-γ
aluminum oxide

1. Transparent conductive oxides
1.1. Motivation
The first report on a transparent conductive oxide (TCO) was published as early as 1907, when
Bädeker discovered a way to oxidize cadmium and obtain a transparent, yet electrically con-
ductive material [1]. The development of modern electronics in recent years gave rise to a
increasing demand for materials that are electrically conductive but do not block the visible
light [2].
The wide use of LCD displays or touchscreens in mobile devices demand for a transparent
electrode. In these applications, individual pixels or screen areas must be contacted without
blocking the emitted light of the screen [3, 4].
In photovoltaic devices, transparent electrodes can be used to increase their efficiency. In con-
trast to non transparent methods of contacting a solar cell (e.g. printed Ag fingers), transparent
electrodes do not cause any shading loss and act as an antireflection coating in addition [5, 6, 7].
A different field of use for TCOs is their application as window coatings. In fact, the first in-
dustrial application used TCOs as a resistive heater for aircraft windows, to avoid icing of the
windows at high altitude [8]. Their spectrally selective properties (transparent in the optical,
absorbing in the infrared) allow TCO coated windows to also act as so-called low emission
windows to reduce the energy consumption of buildings [9, 10].
Further areas of application for TCOs can be found in the overviews of Dixon et al. or Ginley
et al. [2, 4].
Due to the wide variety of applications for TCOs, it is not surprising that their economic impor-
tance is also immense. The market for TCOs as transparent electrodes in displays alone had a
volume of US $ 97 billion in 2014, and by 2020 a market volume of US $ 135 billion is expected
[2].
In Europe and the US, solar control window coatings are mandated for new buildings, resulting
in a multi billion dollar market for TCO window coatings [2]. But the introduction of TCOs
into new fields, such as window coatings in the automotive industry, will enhance growth of the
overall market for TCOs in the future [11].
1.2. Physical background of TCOs
The electrical conductivity of solids is described by the band model. Due to the overlap of the
discrete atomic orbitals, bands of allowed energies for the electrons are formed. For a metal,
the electrons can easily move through the crystal due to free energy states in the valence band.
For semiconducting materials, the electrons must first be excited from the valence band into the
conduction band. In this case, the energy gap Eg between the upper valence band edge EV BM
and the lower conduction band edge ECBM must be overcome, for example by the absorption
of a photon.
Is the energy band gap larger than ≈ 3.1 eV, photons from the visible spectrum can no longer
lift electrons into the conduction band. The photon can traverse the material without being ab-
sorbed and the material appears transparent. Table 1.1 shows the band gap energies of some
transparent materials.
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In the case that no electrons can be lifted into the conduction band, no charge carriers are avail-
able for the current transport and the material is an electrical insulator. Although this matches,
for example, with SiO2 (i.e. glass) from Table 1.1, indium tin oxide (ITO) is in fact a good
electrical conductor, despite its high band gap energy.
To explain the conductivity of a TCO, the term energy gap has to be used more differentiated
and a distinction has to be made between the fundamental band gap (that is the energy differ-
ence between valence band and conduction band edge) and the optical band gap (i.e. the lowest
energetic allowed optical transition) [2].
Material Direct band gap [eV] Reference
SiO2 7.6 - 9.6 [12, 13, 14]
ITO 3.3 - 3.7 [15, 16, 17]
α Al2O3 8.8 - 8.9 [18, 19]
γ Al2O3 7.0 - 8.7 [19, 20, 21]
Table 1.1.: Direct band gap energies for various oxides. The variation for each material is due to different
characterization methods and variations in the crystal structures.
These two energy gaps can be different, as described for TCOs by the Moss-Burstein effect
[22, 23].
When doping a semiconductor, impurities are introduced which provide localized states within
the energy band gap. In the case of n-doping (in fact, most TCOs are n-type), these are elec-
tron donor levels just below the conduction band edge. As doping increases, the orbitals of
the dopant atoms may overlap and form a new band within the original band gap. This newly
formed band can also overlap with the conduction band of the host material.
As a result, electrons from the impurity band can be excited to the conduction band with little
or (almost) no energy transfer necessary. The Fermi level EFermi is therefore shifted from the
band gap into the conduction band. Instead of the original, fundamental band gap
Eg = ECBM − EV BM (1.1)
the optical band gap transforms to
Eoptg = EFermi − EV BM (1.2)
see also Figure 1.1a.
The electric charge carriers are now provided by the doping atoms. They can move easily within
the conduction band and can form an electrical current. Due to energy and momentum conser-
vation rules, optical transitions are only allowed for interband transitions but not for intraband
transition. Therefore, free electrons (or to be more general, free carriers) are available for the
current transport (due to the small fundamental band gap), but no absorption of photons in the
optical range is allowed (due to the large optical band gap).
To compare the electrical properties of a TCO to other conductors, a good way is to take a
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Figure 1.1.: a) Band diagram for the Moss Burstein effect, adapted from [2, 23]. b) Classification of
electrical conductors according to their electron density and mobility, taken from [24].
look at their free carrier density n and the mobility of these carriers µ. The electrical conduc-
tivity σ of a material depends fundamentally on these two properties according to
σ = neµ, (1.3)
where e is the carrier’s charge. Figure 1.1b gives a map for different conductors according to
the carrier density and mobility, see also [24].
Metals are outstanding electrical conductors as they show very high electron mobility as well
as high charge carrier densities. Semiconductors show similar carrier mobility as compared to
metals, but the carrier density is several orders of magnitude lower. This is due to the source of
the free carriers. In a metal, each atom is considered to provide one electron to the charge carrier
density. In semiconductors however, the charge carriers are provided by the doping atoms.
Semi-Metals such as Bismuth or Lead provide high electron densities, but very small carrier
mobilities.
TCOs are located on this classification map somewhere between metals and semiconductors.
Similar in carrier mobility to both, TCOs show lower carrier densities as metals, but higher than
semiconductors (as they are heavily doped to form the impurity band).
The reason why not all heavily doped semiconductors are transparent in the visible range and
conductive at the same time is due to many-body effects. These effects can reduce the band
gap and cancel out the Moss-Burstein effect [25, 26]. In TCOs however, these effects are not
strong enough to completely suppress the Moss-Burstein effect, giving rise to their name-giving
characteristic features.
1.3. Overview of different TCOs
The historical starting point of transparent conductive oxides were intrinsically doped materials.
First industrial applications were made possible by the discovery of Harold McMaster [2, 27],
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who was able to deposit transparent conductive SnO2 by means of chemical vapor deposition
(CVD).
A few years later, Rupprecht discovered tin-doped indium oxide (ITO), an extrinsically doped
TCO [28]. Further development has resulted in many different n-type TCOs, but some p-type
TCOs have also been discovered, such as CuAlO, CuGaO, SrCuO, AgInO and ZnO [29]. Par-
ticularly noteworthy here are nickel oxides, in which both n-type and p-type conduction was
found [30].
The many different TCO materials show distinct electrical properties, such as conductivity, but
also differ in their mechanical and chemical properties (e.g. hardness and chemical durability).
For industrial applications where considerable quantities of large areas have to be coated, the
method of deposition has to be taken into account as well.
From all these different properties and aspects, the best candidate for a specific application can
be selected from the family of TCOs. A good overview of the different selection criteria is
provided by Gordon [31].
By far the most important representative of TCOs is indium tin oxide (ITO). It shows out-
standing electrical and optical properties [32] and can be deposited on large areas [31].
Despite the benefits of ITO, the use of this material is linked to major disadvantages, notably
the availability of indium. The global deposits of indium are estimated to run between 15 000 t
and 50 000 t respectively (depending on the report), of which more than 2/3 (or 1/2 respectively)
are located in China [33].
The annual demand for indium is about 1000 t per year [33], meaning that any expansion of
indium needs will bring existing reserves to their limits within a short amount of time.
In order to cover the high consumption in comparison to the global reserves, in 2013 about half
of the indium demand was covered by recycling already (e.g. from ITO sputtering targets).
This shortage has a big impact on the price and especially the price stability of indium. The
indium price per kg in 2011 alone ranged from US $ 520 in January to US $ 875 in June [34].
The uncertainties in medium-term availability and price development explain the great inter-
est and multiple research efforts to find alternative material that is equivalent in electrical and
optical properties to ITO but does not rely on rare or expensive elements. An overview of the
various material systems that are under investigation as an ITO replacement is provided by Mi-
nami [35].
But also other approaches, such as insulating glasses with electrically conductive carbon nan-
otubes are being studied [36].
A new candidate for the TCO family is pseudo-γ aluminum oxide, which is the subject of
this work. Right behind oxygen and silicon, aluminum is the third most common element by
mass of the earth’s crust and in the last ten years the price of aluminum has fluctuated between
US $ 1.3 and US $ 2.8 per kg [37]. Together with the already proven deposition method of dual
magnetron sputtering, pseudo-γ aluminum oxide does not suffer from the major drawbacks as-
sociated with the use of ITO.
The next section gives an introduction to this new and exciting aluminum oxide phase.
2. Pseudo-γ aluminum oxide thin films
2.1. Aluminum oxide phases
2.1.1. Overview
Various forms of aluminum oxides exist that show outstanding mechanical and electrical (i.e.
insulating) properties. Together with the easy availability of aluminum as a raw material, this
led to an extensive use of aluminum oxide in a wide variety of applications.
Due to its high energy band gap, aluminum oxide is well suited as a gate-dielectric material in
Si-transistor fabrication. Aluminum oxide is chemically stable and survives the Si processing
steps without damage [38, 39]. But it is also possible to use aluminum oxide layers as diffrac-
tion barrier [40, 41], in display production [42], or also in long-term [43] or even short-term
storage media [44].
The aluminum oxide thin films investigated in this work were deposited as wear protection coat-
ings on cemented tungsten carbide (WC) substrates. Cemented WC has outstanding mechanical
properties (especially a very high hardness), but decomposes by oxidation into a powdery phase.
γ aluminum oxide is particularly suitable as a protective coating for WC based tools, due to the
low thermal conductivity (6 Wm K over a wide temperature range [45]), oxidation resistance [46]
and the very high hardness (for γ aluminum oxide Gao et al. report 2837 Vickers [47]).
For the deposition of aluminum oxides, both chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and physical
vapor deposition (PVD) can be used. The disadvantage of CVD processes is the high process
temperature (substrate temperature above 1000 ◦C), which has a negative effect on the adhesion
of the coating to the substrate due to the cooling process [48].
In response to this, PVD deposition techniques became more and more popular since the depo-
sition temperature is much lower in comparison to CVD.
2.1.2. α aluminum oxide and the transition phases
Different aluminum oxide phases occur in nature e.g. in the form of orthohydroxide (Al(OH)3)
as well as metahydroxide (AlO(OH)), where both groups can still be divided into different
modifications, which differ in their crystal structure.
Upon heating, these starting materials can deoxidize and, depending on the starting material,
develop different transition phases at different transition temperatures, see Figure 2.1a.
A total of 24 phases of aluminum oxide are known, which can be further subdivided into the α
series (α, κ, χ) and γ series (γ, η, δ, θ) [52]. The α series has rhombohedral symmetry with
hexagonal close packed oxygen anions, see also Figure 2.1b [53]. Regardless of the starting
material and the corresponding series of transition phases, the α phase is the transformation
endpoint for heating above about 1400 K [50], see also Figure 2.1a.
Besides the technical applications of (not exclusively but also) α aluminum oxide, there exist
two varieties of the α aluminum oxide phase that can be found in nature, best known as sapphire
or, when doped with Chromium, ruby.
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Figure 2.1.: a) Transition diagram for different aluminum oxide phases during heating, adapted from
[49, 50]. b) Unit cell of α aluminum oxide according to [51].
2.1.3. γ aluminum oxide
The transition phases of the γ series is created by heating boehmite. However, γ aluminum
oxide has also been created by other methods, for example by small particle plasma spray [45],
low power plasma thermal spraying [47] or inverted cylindrical magnetron sputtering [54].
The starting point to explain the crystal structure of γ aluminum oxide is the cubic Mg3O4
spinel. Starting from this structure, the Mg atoms are removed from their positions and Al
atoms are placed on the empty spaces. However, to preserve the Al2O3 stochiometry, 3 of the
24 cation sites must remain vacant, see Figure 2.2. This leads to partially unoccupied sublattices
of the tetrahedrally and octahedrally coordinated aluminum positions. The exact distribution of
Figure 2.2.: Unit cell of γ aluminum oxide, colorized adaption from [49].
Al atoms on these sublattices and to what extent the actual crystal structure deviates from the
idealized defective spinel structure, is still under debate.
Based on the comparison of x-ray and neutron diffraction experiments, Snyder and Zhou at-
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tributed the structural disorder of γ aluminum oxide to a disordered Al sublattice [49]. How-
ever, the structure they determined could not satisfactorily explain the experimental results, the
mismatch of their Rietvield analysis lead to a remaining error of 10%.
Further experimental studies by means of x-ray diffraction (XRD), electron energy loss spec-
troscopy (EELS), TEM imaging and diffraction and theoretical ab initio calculations were un-
able to clarify the structure of γ aluminum oxide beyond doubt [21, 55].
2.1.4. Pseudo-γ aluminum oxide
Pseudo-γ aluminum oxide was first described in 2011 by Engelhart et al. [56]. Using dual mag-
netron sputtering (DMS), they deposited thin films of aluminum oxide which structure could
not be assigned to any of the known phases of the aluminum oxide system. The best match was
found for the γ phase, which is why the concept of pseudo-γ aluminum oxide was introduced.
The three important points in which the pseudo-γ phase differ from the known γ phases will be
briefly presented here:
1. Electron diffraction of pseudo-γ in the TEM showed both crystalline and amorphous
features (i.e. high amorphous background and small intensity Bragg peaks). The crys-
talline spots only occurred for lattice spacings smaller than dmax = 2.04 Å. Engelhart
et al. showed by dark-field images in TEM that the grains of polycrystalline pseudo-γ
aluminum oxide contribute to both amorphous-like diffraction and crystalline spots si-
multaneously [56].
2. Even for the standard-γ phase, the analysis using XRD is very demanding and no fi-
nal crystal structure has been reported so far. Although Zhou and Snyder attributed the
disorder to the Al sublattice, the exact defect positions remain unclear and reports are
inconsistent [21, 49, 55, 57, 58]. For pseudo-γ, the XRD diffractogram is even worse in
terms of crystallinity. Compared to the data of Zhou and Snyder, the pseudo-γ phases
show only few, broad peaks low in intensity on a very high background [56].
3. The pseudo-γ phases were deposited by dual magnetron sputtering, with Ar serving as
the sputtering gas. TEM energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) clearly showed that
Ar was incorporated into the aluminum oxide phase, which might stabilize the crystal
structure of pseudo-γ aluminum oxide and affect the hardness of the material. Engelhart
determined a mole fraction ratio Al/Ar of 17 (corresponding to about 40.0 at% Al and
2.3 at% Ar). Standard-γ does not contain any Ar, but residual hydrogen is found in the
structure as a remnant of the starting material [49].
The incorporation of Ar into the aluminum oxide structure can greatly affect its properties. In
other material systems, the influence of Ar on the structure and properties has already been
investigated. For example, in Bi2Te3 and Sb2Te3 thin films, a reduction in thermal conductivity
was achieved by Ar incorporation [59]. In bulk Bi2Te3, a natural nanostructure was generated
as well as removed by sputtering with Ar ions.
Since its first publication, other groups have investigated aluminum oxide films with similar fea-
tures as observed for the pseudo-γ phase of Engelhart. Particularly noteworthy here are Kumar
et al., who have achieved similar TEM electron diffraction results in DC sputtered γ aluminum
oxide [60]. However, they did not find Ar in their structure, despite using an O2 and Ar atmo-
sphere during sputtering.
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Even before Engelhart coined the term pseudo-γ aluminum oxide, Sridharan et al. performed
TEM diffraction analysis on magnetron sputtered γ aluminum oxide, using Ar as a sputtering
gas [61]. Like Engelhart, they observed amorphous and crystalline features in TEM diffraction
patterns and attributed both features to the grains and not to an amorphous phase. Unfortunately,
they do not report on any investigation on the chemical composition with respect to Ar.
2.2. Sample fabrication
2.2.1. Dual magnetron sputtering
Pseudo-γ thin films were deposited using reactive dual magnetron sputtering (DMS) in a Hauzer
HTC1000 equipment [62]. A review of DMS in general can be found in [63].
Aluminum was provided by pure metallic targets (size ≈ 81.5 cm× 16.0 cm), arranged on two
opposite sides of the sputtering chamber, see Figure 2.3. Sputtering power was set to 6 Wcm2 .
The sputtering chamber is evacuated and partly filled with oxygen and argon. Due to collisions
Figure 2.3.: Sketch of a Hauzer HTC DMS sputtering chamber. The three possible sample rotation axes
are shown by red arrows. Figure adapted from [64]
with electrons, the Ar atoms are first excited and finally ionized. The positive ions are then
accelerated towards the negative cathode and free Al ions are created upon impact.
These Al ions can condensate on the substrate, where they react with oxygen from the residual
gas and form aluminum oxide (reactive sputtering).
During the sputtering of the aluminum target, secondary electrons are created, necessary to keep
up the ionization process. Magnets behind the target create a magnetic field parallel to the target
surface, forcing the secondary electrons on a helical movement. This results in a higher electron
density right above the target surface and enhances the deposition rate.
During the sputtering process, both metallic targets change their polarity simultaneously,
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switching from cathode to anode and vice versa. This prevents oxidation of the metallic tar-
gets, improves the deposition quality and extends the long term process stability [63].
Oxygen partial pressure was kept constant at 0.1 Pa during the sputtering process, while the
sputtering gas (argon) was kept at 0.5 Pa. As a substrate, mirror polished cemented tungsten
carbide was used. During deposition, the substrate was kept at 500 ◦C. To control the thickness
of the deposited layer and to achieve a homogenous coverage of the whole substrate surface,
the substrates are rotated during the sputtering process.
As shown in Figure 2.3, the samples are mounted on drums. If only the overall and the small
drum are moving, the samples are labeled as twofold rotated (2f). In addition, an extra rota-
tion can be turned on to rotate the samples around their mounting axes. These samples are
called threefold rotated (3f), and experience a reduced film growth (in terms of thickness), but
a homogeneous growth on all sides of the substrate.
2.2.2. High power impulse magnetron sputtering
A subset of the samples analyzed in this thesis was covered with an additional Ti0.33Al0.67N
layer (in the following labeled TiAlN) on top of the aluminum oxide layer. For their intended
use as wear resistive coatings, multilayer coatings of oxide and nitride layers can improve the
long term stability of cutting tools [65, 66]. In this work, the TiAlN layer proved to be a good
electrical contact for the aluminum oxide layers.
The deposition techniques used for the nitride layers was high power impulse magnetron sput-
tering (HIPIMS). Using this technique, the sputtering process is run using a pulsed power sup-
ply, reaching higher peak power densities in comparison to DMS [67]. Nitride layers deposited
by HIPIMS show an improved film to substrate interface and no voids within the films [68].
2.2.3. Sample overview
The samples under investigation in this thesis were provided by Walter Ag Tübingen. Figure 2.4
shows a sketch and photograph of sample 4:S3S1. The goal was to analyze the crystal structure
and the role of argon in forming the conductive pseudo-γ phase.
Figure 2.4.: a) Sketch of the samples with the WC substrate in gray, the deposited film is shown in red.
The hole in the middle is for mounting the sample during deposition. Samples are cut along
the indicated yellow line for smaller cryostat samples. b) Photograph of full- and cryostat
samples of sample 4:S3S1.
In total, four different series of samples were provided, each putting emphasis on a different
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feature for the investigation. The name of each sample is of the form n:SxSy, where n is the
overall sample number, x the number of the series and y the sample number within its series.
The sample hardness (HV and Youngs’ modulus) was determined by Walter Ag.
• Series 1 covers a wide range of hardness values, starting from a low hardness sample
(2:S1S2) to a good sample with high hardness (1:S1S1), see Table 2.1. This allows the
investigation of possible correlation in e.g. the crystal structure or the Ar mole fraction
for low and high hardness samples.
Series Sample ID Batch
Material
by DMS
Deposition
bias [V]
Sample
mounting
Young’s
modulus [GPa]
HV
[Vickers]
1 1:S1S1 1 Al2O3 -125 2f 323 2268
1 2:S1S2 2 Al2O3 -125 2f 270 1618
1 3:S1S3 3 Al2O3 -125 2f 271 1947
Table 2.1.: Sample ID and deposition parameters for all samples of series 1. The mechanical properties
are given as Young’s modulus and Vickers hardness.
• Series 2 provides an additional layer of TiAlN on top of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide
layer, see Table 2.2. The nitride layer acts as a mechanically stable electrical contact for
the transport measurements of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide phase. Hardness measure-
ments revealed compound properties for all samples.
Series Sample ID Batch
Material
by DMS
Deposition
bias [V]
Material
by HIPIMS
Deposition
bias [V]
Sample
mounting
2 10:S2S1 8 Al2O3 -125 TiAlN -100 2f
2 11:S2S2 8 Al2O3 -125 TiAlN -100 3f
2 12:S2S3 9 Al2O3 -125 TiAlN -100 2f
2 13:S2S4 9 Al2O3 -125 TiAlN -100 3f
Table 2.2.: Sample ID, deposition parameters and mechanical properties for all samples of series 2.
• Samples of series 3 all show very high hardness values, but differ in the layer thickness,
see Table 2.3. This allows analysis on the thickness dependence of the electrical proper-
ties, but also on the structural features of the aluminum oxide films.
Series Sample ID Batch
Material
by DMS
Deposition
bias [V]
Sample
mounting
Young’s
modulus [GPa]
HV
[Vickers]
3 4:S3S1 4 Al2O3 -125 2f 352 2900
3 5:S3S2 4 Al2O3 -125 3f 352 2900
3 6:S3S3 5 Al2O3 -125 2f 343 2583
3 7:S3S4 5 Al2O3 -125 3f 343 2583
Table 2.3.: Sample ID, deposition parameters and mechanical properties for all samples of series 3.
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• For the samples of Series 4, tungsten carbide and oxidized Si substrates were used simul-
taneously during the deposition process, see Table 2.4. This enabled a detailed micro-
structural and chemical analysis of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide film in the TEM and
check the possibility to transfer the pseudo-γ phase to different substrates. Hardness and
Young’s modulus was measured for samples with WC substrate.
Series Sample ID Batch
Material
by DMS
Deposition
bias [V]
Sample
mounting
Young’s
modulus [GPa]
HV
[Vickers]
4 8:S4S1:WC 6 Al2O3 -90 2f 331 2435
4 8:S4S1:SiO2 6 Al2O3 -90 2f - -
4 9:S4S2:WC 7 Al2O3 -125 2f 380 2930
4 9:S4S2:SiO2 7 Al2O3 -125 2f - -
Table 2.4.: Sample ID and deposition parameters for all samples of series 4. For samples with WC
substrate, the mechanical properties are given as well.
The different characterization techniques are described in detail in the following chapter 3. For
electrical measurements in the cryostat, small samples were cut out of the full samples, see
Figure 2.4b.

Part II
Advanced characterization techniques
and sample preparation

3. Electron microscopy
3.1. Introduction
Structural analysis and a following structure-property correlation is elementary to truly under-
stand the origin of characteristic features of the samples. In this thesis, thin films of aluminum
oxide and titanium aluminum nitride with film thickness in the micrometer range were deposited
on tungsten carbide substrates.
To analyze such small structures, light microscopy is no longer feasible due to the limits of
the lateral resolution in the range of hundreds of nanometer. In contrast, electron microscopy
enables the study of structural features down to the nanometer scale and even beyond.
In addition to the imaging features of electron microscopy, the interaction of the electrons with
the atoms of the sample under investigation gives access to chemical analysis by energy disper-
sive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) in SEM and TEM as well as electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS) in TEM. Table 3.1 gives an overview of the resolution features by electron microscopy
techniques applied in this thesis.
Electron mircroscopy technique Lateral resolution
SEM EDX 1-2 µm
SEM Imaging 100-500 nm
TEM Imaging <1 nm
TEM EDX/EELS 1-25 nm
Table 3.1.: Lateral resolution of different electron microscopy techniques used in this thesis.
Only by extensively applying both SEM and TEM techniques, it was possible to establish a
structure-property correlation for the pseudo- γ thin films, that were analyzed in this thesis.
Special care was taken to prepare high quality samples for the microstructural analysis. With
this it was possible to perform e.g. EDX linescans that trace the elemental distribution across
the aluminum oxide films, determine the chemical composition of the films and reveal a multi-
layer structure at the interface between the aluminum oxide film and the WC substrate.
In addition to the microstructural features, mechanical (i.e. hardness) and electrical (e.g. resis-
tance vs temperature) properties were measured.
Structure-property correlation was established based on this data that gives a deeper under-
standing of the aluminum oxide films and enables the development of a road map for further
investigation and film development.
3.2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
3.2.1. Imaging
All SEM investigation for this thesis was performed using a Philips XL30, shown in Figure
3.1a.
In case of the Philips XL30, primary electrons are generated using a field emission gun and can
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Figure 3.1.: a) Photograph of the Philips XL30 SEM that was used for this thesis. b) Sketch of the
excitation volume and electron-sample interaction in a SEM.
be accelerated to energies ranging from 2 to 30 keV. The electron energy is an important param-
eter that has to be chosen carefully to the imaging mode or the quantitative chemical analysis.
The electrons are focused by magnetic lenses in the microscope column to a fine spot of only a
few nm in diameter. This spot can then be rastered across the sample. Since the exact position
of the spot on the sample is known to the instrument, it can take the recorded signal and con-
struct an image out of the localized information.
Any signal that can be acquired via the SEM is generated by the interaction of the incoming
electron beam (the primary electrons) and the sample’s atoms.
When an electron hits the sample, it will scatter from the sample atoms until it lost all its energy
or left the sample after multiple scattering events. Figure 3.1 illustrates the excitation volume
within the sample. Even though the primary beam has only a few nm in diameter, the excitation
volume can extend to the micrometer range due to the scattering process. The actual extent of
the excitation volume can be controlled by the energy of the primary electrons.
One possible signal that can be used in a SEM is based on the secondary electrons, that are
generated within the entire excitation volume. Due to their small energies in the eV range, only
secondary electrons that are generated close to the sample surface can actually leave the sample
and be detected.
Images based on secondary electrons are therefore especially sensitive to the sample surface
and highlight the topography of the sample with a good lateral resolution (approx. 50 nm).
A different signal source for SEM imaging are backscattered electrons (BSE). Primary electrons
can be scattered (after multiple scattering events) back to the sample surface, having energies
of a few keV. Heavy atoms backscatter more electrons than light atoms in the sample. As a re-
sult, the contrast obtained by BSE images is much more sensitive to the material of the sample,
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but has a worse lateral resolution (approx. 500 nm) in comparison to secondary electron images.
To avoid charging effects that will lead to a poor image quality, the sample under investiga-
tion needs to be electrically grounded.
In case the sample itself is not electrically conductive, a thin metallic layer (usually gold) has
to be deposited on the sample surface. This layer needs to be thick enough to provide a current
path for the electrons to the ground, but thin enough not to dominate the signal generation for
the imaging process.
A more detailed explanation of the signal generation in the SEM can be found in [69, 70].
3.2.2. Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy
Scattering processes between the primary electrons and the sample atoms can, aside from the
generation of secondary electrons, lead to characteristic x-ray radiation. Its generation is based
on the same process as in a standard x-ray tube as discovered by Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen [71].
The x-ray spectrum generated in a SEM will show a continuous bremsstrahlung background,
but also characteristic peaks originating from distinctive electron transitions within the sample
atoms.
X-ray detectors can be sensitive to the x-ray photon energy (EDX) or their wavelength (WDX).
WDX has a higher energy resolution in comparison to EDX (by one order of magnitude [70]),
but EDX can acquire the whole spectrum at once and is therefore much faster. The Philips XL30
was equipped with a Si(Li) energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) detector from Oxford Instruments.
The characteristic x-rays can be used for a quantitative chemical analysis, but special care has
to be taken during acquisition and interpretation of the EDX data.
As a first step, the energy of the primary electrons needs to be higher than the binding energy of
the electrons in the sample atoms. If this is not the case for a specific element, no characteristic
x-ray emission can be observed, despite the fact that the element is present in the sample. The
ionization cross-section for a specific series of x-ray lines of a specific element is zero for
energies below the binding energy and has a maximum at an overvoltage of ≈ 3 (i.e. the ratio
of the energy of the primary electrons to the binding energy).
Before the acquired spectra can be evaluated, a so called ZAF correction has to be applied,
where three effects are taken into account:
• Z is the atomic number correction related to the stopping power of the element. Not all
incident primary electrons will generate x-ray radiation but will be backscattered. Excited
atoms in the sample can release their energy not only in form of an x-ray photon, but also
as an Auger electron. These effects depend of the atomic number of the elements and
need to be taken into account when performing quantitative chemical analysis.
• A: X-rays are generated everywhere within the excitation volume and need to travel
through the sample material before they can be detected. Depending on the distance
to the sample surface, the probability of absorption increases exponentially and depends
strongly on the atomic number of the elements of the material.
• F: In some cases, the absorption of an x-ray photon by an atom of the sample can lead to
the emission of a secondary x-ray photon characteristic to the absorbing element. As a
result, the relative intensities of the x-ray peaks is altered.
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All these corrections are performed iteratively to determine the quantitative chemical analysis.
3.3. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
3.3.1. Zeiss 912 Omega TEM
For this thesis, a Zeiss 912Ω TEM was used. Figure 3.2a shows a photograph of the microscope
and 3.2b a sketch of the electron path through the microscope column.
Figure 3.2.: a) Photograph of the Zeiss 912 Ω TEM used in this thesis. b) Sketch of the microscope
column and the electron path.
As an electron source, the instrument is equipped with an LaB6 filament. The electrons are
accelerated to an energy of 120 keV (corresponding to an electron wavelength of 3.35 pm). The
Zeiss 912 Ω is equipped with additional features:
• Köhler illumination system to provide an even and parallel illumination of the sample.
This illumination system also provides the possibility to switch between wide area illu-
mination and spot illumination [72].
• Low background double tilt holder with a tilting range of ±60°/±30° in the x/y axis.
• Stray aperture was used to reduce hole count artefacts in EDX analysis. Uncollimated
electrons can hit the metal apertures of the microscope or a thicker part of the sample
and create unwanted x-ray emission. This leads to distortions of the EDX spectra and the
quantitative chemical analysis. Using a stray aperture, such unwanted x-ray photons are
blocked and cannot reach the detector, enabling high accuracy EDX analysis (<1at%) with
lateral resolution in the sub-micron range. This method was established and successfully
put to test by Peranio for the analysis of heavy elements in bulk Bi2Te3 [73].
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• An Si(Li) x-ray detector with an ultra thin window was used to acquire energy disper-
sive x-ray spectra with an energy resolution of 132 eV at the Mn-Kα,1 line. The spectra
were processed and evaluated for quantitative chemical analysis using the INCA software
package [74].
• The Ω energy filter allows many additional acquisition mode in the TEM [75]. The filter
generates a 1:1 achromatic image of its entrance plane. All electrons from the entrance
image are focused again in the exit plane, but they now have a different angle to the opti-
cal axis depending on their energy (or rather their energy loss). All electrons of the same
energy will be focused below the image plane at the same point, generating an electron
energy loss spectrum that can be used for chemical analysis [76, 77].
Using a slit aperture, it is possible to only allow electrons with a certain energy loss to
contribute to the image. This can be used for energy filtered images and diffraction pat-
terns that show clearer contrast due to the now blocked diffuse background of inelastically
scattered electrons.
• The CCD camera features 14 bit intensity resolution and 2048× 2048 pixel, allowing the
acquisition of high quality images with a high dynamic range.
The different acquisition modes that were applied during this thesis are described in the follow-
ing sections.
3.3.2. Acquisiton techniques and parameters
Different acquisition modes are available when operating a TEM that enable the analysis of
different microstructural features or chemical analysis of the sample. For this thesis, different
imaging techniques (i.e. energy filtered bright- and dark-field) were used, using the parameters
given in Table 3.2.
Imaging Diffraction pattern
Condenser Aperture #3: (MIS Aperture) #3: (MIS Aperture)
Objective Aperture #3: 3.5 mrad -
Selective Area Aperture - #3: 700 nm
Width of energy slit aperture 10 eV 10 eV
Magnification 100k / 20k / 50k -
Camera length 290 mm
Table 3.2.: Acquisition conditions for imaging and electron diffraction in the TEM.
All images were acquired with the 10 eV energy slit inserted, centered around zero energy loss.
With this technique, most of the inelastically scattered electrons are removed from the electron
beam and cannot contribute (in a negative way due to chromatic aberration of the magnetic
lenses) to the image. This improves the contrast quality and resolution of the image greatly
[78].
In electron diffraction patterns, the strongest contribution to a diffuse background originates
from energy loss due to plasmon excitation [79]. Zero energy loss filtering removes such elec-
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trons and improves the contrast in diffraction patterns, leading to a higher accuracy in the struc-
tural analysis.
Spectra
Emission
current [µA] Spot size [nm]
Objective
aperture[mrad]
Spectrum
magnification [x]
Low loss <1 10 3.5 125
Core loss 3 50 8.1 125
Table 3.3.: Acquisition conditions for low loss and core loss EELS.
In imaging, the energy loss due to inelastic scattering is a parasitic effect. However, it can
actually be used for electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) to gain chemical insight on the
sample. Depending on the energy range under investigation, zero loss spectroscopy (plasmonic
losses, energy loss up to approx. 50 eV) and core loss spectroscopy (ionization edges of ele-
ments) can be distinguished. Table 3.3 gives an overview of the parameters used for EELS in
this thesis.
EELS was performed together with TEM EDX, to combine the advantages of the two different
analytical methods. The parameters for the acquisition of the EDX spectra are given in Table
3.4. The samples are tilted by 15° towards the detector to maximize the x-ray yield.
Emission
current [µA] Spot size [nm]
Acquisition
time[s]
Thin sample area 6 50 120
Thick sample area 6 80 120
Table 3.4.: Acquisition conditions for EDX in the TEM.
The different acquisition modes are explained in more detail in the following sections.
3.3.3. Conventional TEM
In principle, conventional transmission electron microscopy relies on two signal sources, (i)
the transmitted beam for bright-field imaging and (ii) one (or multiple) diffracted beams for
dark-field images [80]. The electrons from the incident beam can scatter elastically (none or
negligible energy loss, see section 3.3.4) or inelastically (energy loss due to plasmon excitation
or ionization, see 3.3.2).
With increasing sample thickness, more and more inelastic scattering events take place, lower-
ing the energy of the electrons. As a result, the area under investigation has to be very thin (<
100 nm).
Using energy filtering imaging, it is possible to improve the image quality by removing in-
elastically scattered electrons for thin sample regions. For thicker sample regions, almost all
electrons undergo multiple inelastic scattering events and no purely elastically scattered elec-
trons are available for imaging.
The most common acquisition technique for conventional TEM is the so called two beam con-
dition. By tilting the sample with respect to the incoming electrons, (ideally) only one set of
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crystal planes fulfill the scattering condition and the intensity is maximized in the transmitted
and one diffracted beam. Using this technique, the image quality is improved and is especially
suitable to image crystal defects [80].
3.3.4. Electron diffraction
Electron diffraction in the TEM is a powerful tool to analyze the crystal structure and orienta-
tion of the sample. A detailed investigation can be found in [80].
Diffraction occurs, when the incoming electrons are scattered from the atoms of the crystal
structure, leading to constructive and destructive interference of the outgoing electrons, see
Figure 3.3. An electron scattered from the upper atom in Figure 3.3 has to travel a shorter
Figure 3.3.: Sketch of Bragg’s diffraction mechanism. Two beams with the same wavelength are scat-
tered by periodically arranged atoms.
distance before and after the scattering event in comparison to an electron scattered from the
bottom atom. This leads to a phase shift between the electrons, depending on the displacement
of the atoms in the crystal (and therefore the crystal structure). This phenomenon is described
by the Bragg equation:
n λ = 2 dhkl sin(θhkl), (3.1)
where n is a positive integer, λ the wavelength of the incident wave, dhkl the spacing between
two (hkl) lattice planes and θhkl the Bragg angle [81].
How strongly an atom can scatter an incoming wave in any direction θ is described by the atomic
form factor f(θ). For electron diffraction, the atomic form factor is the Fourier transform of the
atomic potential and is therefore different for each element.
In compound materials, where different elements are present within the unit cell of the crystal,
the relative location of these elements has to be considered. The addition of all scattered elec-
trons (in terms of amplitude and phase) leads to the kinematic structure factor
Fhkl =
∑
j
fj(θhkl) exp(2pii
−−→
Ghkl
−→rj ), (3.2)
where −→rj is the position of the jth atom in the unit cell. The sum is evaluated over all atoms in
the unit cell and gives a value Fhkl for every possible reflection (hkl).
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The intensity Ihkl of any (hkl) reflection is directly linked to the square of the structure factor
Ihkl ∝ F 2hkl (3.3)
When using a different scattering technique (e.g. x-ray diffraction), the scattering capability
of each element will change in comparison to electron scattering. The intensities of the same
(hkl) reflection of the same structure can therefore be different. This makes the combination of
different kinds of diffraction experiments a powerful tool to analyze the crystal structure.
In this thesis, x-ray diffraction and electron diffraction in the TEM was used to analyze the
crystal structure of the samples.
3.3.5. Analytical electron microscopy
3.3.5.1. Overview
In contrast to conventional TEM modes, where inelastically scattered electrons are blocked
as much as possible to improve image quality, analytical electron microscopy relies on the
information hidden in the electron energy loss.
In fact, there is a huge amount of information in the inelastic scattering processes that can be
used to analyze the sample, especially for chemical analysiss. Two different methods were
applied in this thesis:
• EELS takes a closer look at the amount of energies that electrons have lost by their pas-
sage through the sample.
• EDX is based on the energy transfer from the primary electrons to the sample atoms, that
is released as a characteristic x-ray photon.
3.3.5.2. Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy
In TEM EDX, the generation of x-ray photons happens due to the same process as in SEM. Due
to scattering with the beam electrons, the specimens atoms can be put in an excited state. One
way to release this excitation energy is by emitting a characteristic x-ray photon.
In this thesis, a Si(Li) EDX detector from Oxford instrument was used to record the spectra of
these x-ray photons.
In comparison to SEM EDX, TEM EDX provides one major advantage. Since in TEM, the
thickness of the sample under investigation needs to be less than 100 nm, absorption and fluo-
rescence effects that take place in thick samples can be neglected. As a result, ZAF corrections
are not required. In addition, there is no bremsstrahlung background in the EDX spectra.
This simplifies the quantiative evaluation of TEM EDX spectra in comparison to SEM EDX
counterpart. The quantification in TEM EDX is based on the Cliff-Lorimer equation
CA
CB
= kAB
IA
IB
, (3.4)
where CA, CB are the weight percent of elements A and B, IA, IB the intensity of the charac-
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teristic x-ray lines and kAB is the Cliff Lorimer coefficient [82].
Together with the normative constraint (
∑
Ci = 1), this methods enables the analysis of the
mole fractions ratios of the elements in the sample without the need of a standard to compare
the spectra to. In case the kAB is not available for the specific elements A and B, they can be
derived from their coefficient to a third element C using
kAB =
kAC
kBC
, (3.5)
[83]. Therefore, it is only necessary to keep a list of kAB factors of all elements in reference to
one specific element.
The accuracy of this method obviously depends greatly on the values used for the kAB factors.
Table 3.5 gives an overview of the kAB factors that were used in this thesis (with Si as the
reference element, i.e. kSi = 1). Spectra acquisition and evaluation was performed using the
INCA software package [74].
Element Atomic number X-ray line Energy [eV] k factor
O 8 Kα1 0.52 2.250
Al 13 Kα1 1.48 1.039
Ar 18 Kα1 2.96 1.040
Table 3.5.: Cliff Lorimer k factors for quantitative EDX analysis in the TEM for 120 keV primary elec-
trons (values are given with Si as a reference material). k factors taken from INCA software,
line energies taken from Zschornack [84]
3.3.5.3. Electron energy loss spectroscopy
Inelastic scattering events occur due to the coulomb interaction of the incoming electrons and
the bound electrons within the sample. The scattering event and therefore the energy loss of the
beam electron depends on the possible excitations of the bound electrons.
An EELS spectrum can be divided into three regions with respect to the energy loss, depending
on the different excitation mechanisms [77].
A major part of the electrons will travel through the sample without any energy loss. In an
EELS spectrum, they will form a peak centered around 0 eV, called the zero loss peak.
In the low loss region, the energy losses correspond to plasmonic excitation and interband tran-
sitions. Plasmonic energies are characteristic for a specific structure and can serve as a bar code
for unknown phases [85].
Even higher energy losses can be linked to inner shell ionization processes and is therefore char-
acteristic for a specific chemical composition. By carefully addressing the shape and energetic
position of recorded ionization edges, it is possible to investigate the chemical surrounding of
the ionized element, since the electron energies are influenced by the chemical bonds the ele-
ment is forming with its neighbors (see for example Grunes et al. for the fine structure of the
O-K edge [86] or Hansen et al. of the Al L edge [87]).
For EELS analysis, the sample has to be sufficiently thin. In thicker samples, many electrons
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will experience multiple scattering events, leading to peaks corresponding to all possible com-
binations of energy losses in the spectra. To avoid multiple scattering, the sample should be
thinner than the mean free path of the electrons.
As an example, the mean free path of 120 keV electrons in Si is about 55 nm [88].
4. Sample preparation
4.1. SEM cross-section and plan-view samples
The accuracy of any electron microscopic study depends on the quality of the sample. There-
fore, special care has to be taken to prepare artifact free, high quality samples for SEM as well
as for TEM investigation.
One advantage of the SEM is the possibility to analyze bulk samples, as long as they are elec-
trically conductive. In this thesis, two different kinds of SEM sample preparation methods were
applied, cross-section and plan-view.
For plan-view (PV) analysis in this thesis, no special preparation step had to be taken to enhance
conductivity since all samples were already electrically conductive. To remove any contamina-
tion from the sample surface, every sample was put in an ultrasonic ethanol bath for 5 minutes
before mounting into to SEM chamber.
For cross-section (CS) analysis, different steps were necessary for samples with tungsten car-
bide (WC) and SiO2 substrates.
WC substrate samples were cut and polished at Walter AG to create a flat surface. Since the
topographic contrast is strong for secondary electron imaging in SEM, a polished surface will
enhance the atomic number contrast and highlight different phases in the images. The cut sam-
ples were embedded in an conductive resin to avoid charging effects during imaging.
Figure 4.1.: Processing steps for cross-section SEM sample preparation on SiO2 substrate samples.
Samples with SiO2 substrate were prepared at the University of Tübingen for cross-section
analysis, see Figure 4.1. To enhance the mechanical stability, small 3 mm× 3 mm pieces of a
Si wafer were glued on top of the film. Small pieces of approx. 1.5 mm× 3.0 mm were cut
from the covered samples using a diamond wire saw.
The small pieces were then polished using a tripod holder and diamond foils with grain sizes
from 3 to 0.5 µm. After a cleaning step in an ultrasonic ethanol bath, the sample surfaces were
ion etched with 1 kV Ar+ ions, 3 mA source current for 10 minutes (milling angle 10° from top)
to remove any remains from the polishing steps.
4.2. TEM cross-section samples
The cross-section sample preparation for the TEM is similar as for the SEM. In fact, SEM CS
samples can be used as a starting point for TEM CS samples.
For TEM investigation, the sample has to be thinned down to 100 nm and even less to be trans-
parent to the electron beam and to avoid multiple inelastic scattering events, see also 3.3.5.3.
SEM CS samples are glued with their polished side on a star holder and diamond foils (grain
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sizes 3 to 1 µm) are used to thin down the sample to approximately 20 µm by mechanical pol-
ishing.
Further thinning of the samples has to be done using ion etching. The sample is removed from
the star holder and glued to an aluminum ring, see Figure 4.2. In the ion mill, the sample is
bombarded with Ar+ ions (3 kV acceleration voltage, 3 mA source current) from the top and
bottom at an angle of 12°. The milling process is continued until a hole appears at the interface
of the sample and the Si cover. A final polishing step is performed for one hour with Ar+ ions
with a smaller milling angle of 10° and a reduced acceleration voltage of 1 kV.
Figure 4.2.: Processing steps for cross-section TEM sample preparation on SiO2 substrate samples.
5. Property measurements
5.1. Hardness
The original purpose of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide films was as a wear resistive coating on
cutting tools. It was therefore of great interest to determine the mechanical stability of the thin
films and link this to other measured properties.
The mechanical properties were determined using nano-intendation by Walter AG. A small tip
(Vickers tip) is lowered onto the sample surface and an increasing load is applied. Simultane-
ously, the displacement of the tip (i.e. the penetration of the tip into the sample under investiga-
tion) is measured.
After increasing the load to 15 mN (within 20 s) and waiting for 10 s (creep time), the load was
released again within 20 s.
From the recorded load vs displacement data hardness values using the Oliver Parr method can
be calculated [89, 90]
H =
PMax
A
, (5.1)
where H is the hardness, PMax is the maximum load and A is the area of the indentation caused
by the tip. In case of large areas A, it can easily be measured using a light microscope. But in
case of very small areas (i.e. that they cannot be measured with a light microscope), it has to be
estimated from the contact depth hc using
A = f(hc) (5.2)
hc = hMax − PMax
S
(5.3)
where  is a geometry factor of the tip ( = 3
4
), hMax is the maximal depth and S is the stiffness
which can be calculated from the slope of the displacement curve right after reducing the load.
The functional dependence of the area from the contact depth has to be calibrated carefully by
independent measurements.
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5.2. Electrical properties
Electrical measurements were performed at room temperature using a Keithley 2420 sourceme-
ter. High accuracy resistance measurements can be achieved by performing a voltage sweep, i.e.
by acquiring the current reading of the source meter for a predefined list of increasing voltages.
A linear fit can then be used to calculate the slope of the voltage - current readings according to
Ohm’s law.
The advantage of the sourcemeter is that no additional equipment is needed in the measurement
circuit to probe the current (or voltage respectively) through the sample. In addition, in case of
low ohmic samples, 4-Wire measurements were performed to reduce the influence of the wires
on the measurements result.
In this case, two pair of wires are used, two for the voltage and current reading each, see Figure
5.1a.
In 4-Wire configuration, the voltage measurement is more sensitive to the voltage drop across
the sample, since the voltage drop across the wires (for the voltage measurement) is reduced
due to a lower current through these wires.
While the resistance at room temperature is essential to probe the electrical properties of a sam-
ple, temperature dependent measurements of the electrical resistance gives access to a deeper
understanding of the characteristic features of the sample. Temperature dependent measure-
ments were performed on small cut-outs of the samples (approx. 0.5 cm× 1 cm) in an optical
cryostat, see Figure 5.1b.
Using liquid nitrogen and a resistive heater, it was possible to measure the resistance (using the
4-Wire setup) across a wide temperature range from 80 K to 300 K.
Figure 5.1.: a) Sketch of 4-Wire measurement to precisely measure low ohmic resistance samples. b)
Photograph of the sample mounted onto the cooling finger of the cryostat.
5.3. Structure-property correlation
For this thesis, various investigation techniques were performed on pseudo-γ aluminum oxide
thin films to probe either the structural features (e.g. layer structure, crystal structure, quanti-
tative chemical analysis) as well as mechanical (e.g. hardness) and electrical properties (e.g.
resistivity).
To achieve a deeper understanding of the properties and functionality of the samples, the results
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and insights of single measurements have to be combined in a structure-property correlation,
see also Figure 5.2.
This way, mechanical properties such as hardness can be linked to structural features such as
Ar mole fraction in the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide film and give an insight on how the Ar incor-
poration affects the crystal structure of the film.
Only by carefully performing a structure-property correlation, a deeper understanding of the
samples is achieved and it is possible to develop a road map for further investigation and sam-
ple development.
Figure 5.2.: Diagram to highlight the necessary steps for structure-property correlation on pseudo-γ
aluminum oxide thin films.

Part III
Structure-property correlation

6. Pseudo-γ aluminum oxide thin films: Argon
incorporation, hardness and structure-property
correlation
6.1. Introduction
The pseudo-γ aluminum oxide phase was described for the first time in 2011 [56] and is struc-
turally related to a disordered spinel structure [91]. It shows outstanding features in electron
diffraction i.e. crystalline spots together with an amorphous-like background. Recent investiga-
tions showed that the phase also exhibits outstanding electrical properties and electrical property
measurements can contribute to the understanding of the physical properties.
Since structural analysis turns out to be difficult to interpret, other property measurements ap-
peared to be necessary. The electronic structure of γ aluminum oxide was investigated by Ealet
et al. [21]. These samples were grown by thermal oxidation of Al in air. Electron diffraction
patterns with sharp spots corresponding to the spinel structure were obtained. This structure is
in contrast to the findings of pseudo-γ for which such sharp spots are not present [56]. A sketch
of the electronic structure for γ aluminum oxide is given in Figure 10b of [21], its relevance,
however, is not clear.
Particularly the Ar content was considered to be important. Ar is introduced during deposition
by the sputtering process and has a rather large solubility in the defect spinel structure. It was
shown unambiguously to be present by EDX in the TEM, Figure 7a in [56]. An Al/Ar mole frac-
tion ratio of 17 was determined, i.e. 40 at% Al yielding about 2.3 at% Ar. We have identified
the presence of Ar in various material systems, i.e.
• in the formation of the pseudo-γ phase of aluminum oxide [56],
• in thin films of Bi2Te3 and Sb2Te3 prepared by sputtering [59],
• in Bi2Te3 bulk materials sputtered with Ar, in which a natural nanostructure could be
established by sputtering with Ar ions [92]. In addition, other thin film processes were
described for which Ar was incorporated into deposited films, i.e. NiO thin films [93].
Since Ar can be used to generate specific material properties its content needs to be measured on
a quantitative basis. This was achieved here by EDX analysis in the SEM, which is a standard-
less analysis. The quantitative analysis of Ar is a key for a better understanding of structure-
property relation in pseudo-γ aluminum oxide. X-ray diffraction does not allow for unambigu-
ous answers with respect to the structural analysis, additional chemical analysis gives simple
numbers for the Ar content and yields the Ar content over the range of the film thickness.
In the work followed here, the main application of pseudo-γ thin films deposited by PVD are
wear resistant coatings. Therefore, improved mechanical properties of the films are of greatest
importance. A correlation of the Ar content with the hardness of the coated substrates was the
goal of this work. It required that both the Ar mole fraction and the hardness can be measured
quantitatively with high accuracy. This is shown to be the case as will be documented in this
chapter.
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6.2. Experimental procedure
6.2.1. Sample preparation
For the structural analysis in this chapter, samples from series 1,3 and 4 on tungsten carbide
substrates were used. More details are given in Tables 2.3, 2.3 and 2.4 in section 2.2.3. The
relevant information and film thickness measured in the SEM is given in Table 6.1.
Sample
ID
Young’s
modulus [GPa]
HV
[Vickers]
Thickness of
Al2O3 film [µm]
Roughness of
Al2O3 film [nm] Granularity
1:S1S1 323 2268 0.76 ± 0.01 78 ± 14 no
2:S1S2 270 1618 1.47 ± 0.03 157 ± 47 ≈ 229 nm
3:S1S3 271 1947 1.64 ± 0.10 160 ± 53 ≈ 194 nm
4:S3S1 352 2900 1.64 ± 0.09 68 ± 19 no
5:S3S2 352 2900 0.65 ± 0.04 41 ± 8 no
6:S3S3 343 2583 1.28 ± 0.06 74 ± 20 no
7:S3S4 343 2583 0.56 ± 0.02 30 ± 7 no
8:S4S1 331 2435 1.06 ± 0.06 69 ± 30 no
9:S4S2 380 2930 1.04 ± 0.04 75 ± 30 no
Table 6.1.: Aluminum oxide thin films deposited on WC substrates of series 1, 3 and 4. Deposition bias
during magnetron sputtering is given, as well as the sample hardness. The layer thickness,
granularity and surface roughness of the films were determined at multiple areas by SEM.
6.2.2. X-ray diffraction acquisition
The x-ray diffraction patterns were acquired by grazing incidence mode (GIXRD) on a diffrac-
tometer from Panalytical (Empyrean). Cu-Kα-radiation with line focus was used for the analysis
(using 40 kV and 40 mA). The incident beam was defined by a 2 mm mask and a 1
8
° divergence
slit in addition with a x-ray mirror producing a parallel x-ray beam. The sideways divergence
was controlled by a Soller slit (0.04°). For the diffracted beam path a 0.18° parallel plate col-
limator in conjunction with a proportional counter (0D-detector) was used. The measurement
was done in grazing incidence mode (Ω = 1°). The 2θ range was 20° to 80° with a step size of
0.03° and a counting time of 10 s.
6.3. Results and discussion
6.3.1. Structural analysis by XRD and SEM
XRD diffractograms were acquired for all samples of all three series (see Figure 6.1). The
results are given in Table 6.2. To maximize intensity of the thin aluminum oxide film on the
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Figure 6.1.: a) X-ray diffractograms in grazing incidence geometry for all samples 1-9. The diffrac-
tograms are dominated by two peaks originating from the WC substrate (WC (100) and
WC(101)), indicated by arrows. All samples show a small, broad peak near 45.5°. b)
Demonstration of peak shift of the (400) γ aluminum oxide peak for samples 2:S1S2,
6:S3S3 and 8:S4S1. The diffractograms were smoothed by an moving average filter and
normalized to 100%
substrate, the diffractograms were acquired in grazing incidence geometry. Due to the small
angle between the incoming x-ray beam and the sample surface, it is more surface sensitive as
compared to Bragg Brentano geometry.
Each diffractogram is dominated by peaks originating from the hexagonal tungsten carbide
(WC) substrate, i) one at 2θ = 35.68° corresponding to the (100) peak of the substrate and ii)
at 48.33°, corresponding to the (101) peak respectively. Besides the substrate peaks, only broad
peaks with small intensities can be attributed to the aluminum oxide films.
A peak near 2θ 45.5° can be identified in all diffractograms and can be attributed to the (400)
peak of pseudo γ aluminum oxide. The center of this peak is slightly shifted for each sample
with respect to the other samples (see Figure 6.1b). The corresponding d values to the 2θ show
a spread of 1.3%, ranging from 1.977 Å for sample 2:S1S2 and 2.009 Å for sample 6:S3S3.
Extra care has to be taken to analyze the position of peaks with low intensity due to noise and
a poor peak-to-background ratio. To address these issues, a nonlinear background subtraction,
as well as a combined fit to the (400) aluminum oxide peak and the (101) WC substrate peak
was performed. A comparison of the data and the fit is given in the Appendix B. Figure 6.2
shows the 2θ values plotted against the obtained Vickers-hardness and shows a negative linear
correlation.
Only for sample 3:S1S3, a peak close to 2θ = 38.20° can be identified that is not visible in the
diffractograms of the other samples and is close to the (311) reflection of γ aluminum oxide.
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Sample ID
HV
[Vickers] XRD 2θ400[°] d400 [Å]
Peak-to-background
ratio
1:S1S1 2268 45.47 ± 0.03 1.995 ± 0.001 1.3
2:S1S2 1618 45.76 ± 0.05 1.983 ± 0.002 0.2
3:S1S3 1947 45.90 ± 0.08 1.977 ± 0.003 0.2
4:S3S1 2900 45.19 ± 0.01 2.007 ± 0.001 2.3
5:S3S2 2900 45.23 ± 0.01 2.005 ± 0.001 1.4
6:S3S3 2583 45.14 ± 0.01 2.009 ± 0.001 1.0
7:S3S4 2583 45.18 ± 0.04 2.007 ± 0.002 0.6
8:S4S1 2435 45.52 ± 0.03 1.993 ± 0.001 1.7
9:S4S2 2930 45.21 ± 0.03 2.006 ± 0.001 1.9
Table 6.2.: XRD peak positions of (400) pseudo-γ aluminum oxide peak for all samples 1-9. The peak
positions were determined in XRD diffractograms by a combined fit to the film peak near
45° and the WC(101) peak. The corresponding d values are given, calculated from 2θ values
and the wavelength of the Cu Kα line. The given error is derived from the fit.
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Figure 6.2.: Correlation diagram of the (400) pseudo-γ aluminum oxide peak position in XRD (d400
values respectively) vs film hardness. A clear negative correlation can be seen. The data
points corresponding to samples 2:S1S2 and 3:S1S3 are in brackets, indicating their poor
peak-to-background ratio according to Table 6.2.
All samples were investigated in cross-section in the SEM. The samples are oriented in such a
way, that the tungsten carbide substrate is visible at the bottom of the image.
Figure 6.3a shows an overview image at 25000 magnification of sample 1:S1S1, a sample with
high hardness. A corresponding high magnification image is shown in Figure 6.3b. This sample
is representative for all samples with high hardness: i) over the whole cross-section, the film
covers the substrate homogeneously with only small deviations in the film thickness (less than
80 nm, see Table 6.1 and ii) a granular structure is not visible, the film appears dense and mono-
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lithic. Figure 6.3c and 6.3d show an overview and close up image of a sample 2:S1S2, which
shows less hardness.
Figure 6.3.: SEM cross-section analysis of sample 1:S1S1(top row) and sample 2:S1S2 (bottom row) in
low (left column) and high (right column) magnification. Sample 1:S1S1 shows a homoge-
nous film, while sample 2:S1S2 shows a granular structure with an average granular size
of ≈ 229 nm.
Again, the substrate was covered over the whole cross-section area by a film with only small
variation in film thickness. In contrast to samples with high hardness values, a granular struc-
ture, perpendicular to the film can be seen (i.e. parallel to the growth direction). The granular
spacing appears to be approximately 229 nm in size. The roughness of the films with low hard-
ness was determined to be in the range of 160 nm (see Table 6.1) and is higher compared to the
roughness of high hardness samples.
6.3.2. Chemical analysis by EDX point spectra
EDX spectroscopy in plan-view
Elemental analysis was performed by EDX in the SEM for all samples in plan-view configura-
tion. By adjusting the electron primary energy in a range from 10 keV to 15 keV, the excitation
volume of the electron beam can be controlled. The acceleration voltage is increased until the
tungsten peak originating from the substrate appears in the spectra. By carefully adjusting the
acceleration voltage, the excitation volume can be adjusted to cover the whole aluminum oxide
film.
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Figure 6.4.: EDX spectra at 10 keV for sample 5:S3S2, acquired in a) plan-view and b) cross-section
configuration. In plan-view, a Au peak emerges due to a sputtered Au Film on top of the
film. In cross-section, a tungsten peak is visible in the spectrum due to the WC substrate.
The Al/Ar (and peak-to-background ratio) was determined as 16.4 (4.6) for a) and 14.5 (4.0)
for b)
For all samples, 9 to 23 spectra were acquired at multiple positions, spread out across the whole
sample surface. Each individual spectrum was quantitatively analyzed with respect to Al-, O-
and Ar- mole fractions and the obtained results were averaged to give the chemical composition
for each individual sample. Figure 6.4 shows a typical spectrum of the plan-view analysis for
sample 5:S2S3 acquired at 10 kV acceleration voltage. An Ar peak at 2.95 keV is visible in the
spectrum with a peak-to-background ratio of 4.6. The Au peak originates from a thin, sputtered
Au layer on top of the sample.
The results of the plan-view elemental analysis are given in 6.3. Ar mole fractions values are
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Figure 6.5.: EDX point spectra at 10 keV for a) sample 1:S1S1 and b) sample 4:S3S1 in plan-view.
Sample 1:S1S1 yielded the highest Al to Ar mole fraction ratio. Still a clear peak for Ar at
2.8 keV can be seen with a peak-to-background ratio of 2.9. For sample 4:S3S1, Ar mole
fraction ratio was the highest in plan-view analysis, yielding a peak-to-background ratio of
6.8.
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ranging from smallest values of 1.03 at% for sample 1:S1S1 to the highest values of 2.26 at%
for sample 4:S3S1 respectively. The Al to Ar ratio was determined as well, with values ranging
from 36.5 for sample 1:S1S1 to 16.1 for sample 4:S3S1.
Sample ID Al [at%] O [at%] Ar [at%]
Al to Ar
ratio
1:S1S1 37.57 ± 1.03 61.40 ± 1.05 1.03 ± 0.07 36.5
2:S1S2 36.63 ± 1.38 61.91 ± 1.37 1.46 ± 0.14 25.1
3:S1S3 33.51 ± 0.61 65.10 ± 0.58 1.38 ± 0.11 24.3
4:S3S1 36.44 ± 0.97 61.29 ± 1.04 2.26 ± 0.16 16.1
5:S3S2 35.19 ± 0.24 62.66 ± 1.25 2.15 ± 0.24 16.4
6:S3S3 35.75 ± 1.52 62.14 ± 1.48 2.11 ± 0.21 16.9
7:S3S4 30.94 ± 0.58 67.21 ± 0.57 1.85 ± 0.12 16.7
8:S4S1 32.50 ± 0.46 66.30 ± 0.56 1.19 ± 0.12 27.3
9:S4S2 32.54 ± 1.31 65.38 ± 1.44 2.07 ± 0.19 15.7
Table 6.3.: Quantitative chemical analysis on all samples of series 1,3 and 4 by SEM EDX spectra ac-
quired in plan-view for Al, O and Ar. The Al to Ar ratio is given as well.
Figure 6.5 shows spectra acquired for sample 4:S3S1 (highest Ar mole fraction in plan-view)
and sample 1:S1S1 (lowest Ar mole fraction in plan-view). Even for the smallest Ar mole
fraction, a clear Ar peak is visible with a peak-to-background ratio of 2.9, as compared to
a peak-to-background ratio of 6.8 for sample 4:S3S1. This shows that even for the smallest
detected Ar mole fraction, the peak was clearly above the detection limit of SEM EDX.
EDX spectroscopy in cross-section
Quantitative EDX analysis in SEM was carried out for all samples in cross-section configura-
tion and 10 kV acceleration voltage. The electron beam was positioned in the middle of the
aluminum oxide film to maximize the overlap of the excitation volume with the aluminum ox-
ide film. Spectra were recorded at least at three different positions in cross-section with 1 to 3
spectra at every position. The quantitative analysis was performed with respect to Al, O and Ar
and the results were averaged for each individual sample.
An example spectrum is shown in Figure 6.4b for sample 5:S3S2. Again, a clear Ar peak is
visible with a peak-to-background ratio of 4.0. Due to the thin aluminum oxide film of sample
5:S3S2 (650 nm, see Table 6.1), a small peak from the WC substrate can be seen at 1.8 keV. The
results of the quantitative chemical analysis of all samples are given in Table 6.4 for an Al and
Ar analysis. Figure 6.6 presents a correlation diagram of the argon mole fraction determined
in plan-view and cross-section configuration. The linear correlation shows that by carefully
adjusting the acceleration voltage to the film thickness, quantitative analysis of Ar is consistent
in plan-view and cross-section. Given the inhomogeneous distribution of Ar across the film
thickness (see section 6.3.3) and the complicated Ar signal generation for EDX in the SEM,
this result is not trivial but very important for a further interpretation. Figure 6.7 shows the Ar
mole fractions plotted against the hardness.
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High hardness values are only achieved by high levels of Ar mole fractions above 1.5 at%,
Sample ID Al [at%] O [at%] Ar [at%]
Al to Ar
ratio
1:S1S1 29.99 ± 0.56 69.12 ± 0.55 0.89 ± 0.05 33.8
2:S1S2 31.13 ± 0.23 67.78 ± 0.29 1.09 ± 0.15 28.6
3:S1S3 32.49 ± 0.63 66.25 ± 0.58 1.29 ± 0.09 25.6
4:S3S1 29.91 ± 0.25 68.22 ± 0.23 1.87 ± 0.06 16.0
5:S3S2 30.09 ± 0.34 67.83 ± 0.38 2.08 ± 0.11 14.5
6:S3S3 30.05 ± 0.25 67.92 ± 0.30 2.03 ± 0.09 14.8
7:S3S4 28.89 ± 0.08 69.27 ± 0.15 1.84 ± 0.09 15.7
8:S4S1 31.36 ± 0.26 67.24 ± 0.50 1.40 ± 0.28 22.4
9:S4S2 29.28 ± 0.32 68.76 ± 0.44 1.96 ± 0.13 14.9
Table 6.4.: Quantitative chemical analysis with respect to Al, O and Ar by EDX spectra acquired in
cross-section at multiple areas.
while all samples with Ar mole fractions below 1.5 at% show significantly less hardness. Ex-
cluding samples 2:S1S2 and 3:S1S3 (the two poorest samples with respect to hardness) a linear
trend is visible. These two samples show the lowest intensity of the (400) peak close to 45.5°
indicating a poor crystallinity (see Figure 6.1). A granular microstructure was identified only
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Figure 6.6.: Correlation diagram of Ar mole fraction determined by SEM-EDX in both plan-view and
cross-section for all samples of both series. A clear linear correlation can be seen.
for these samples by SEM. For a correlation with hardness, these samples have to be treated
separately. This indicates, that if a certain level of crystallinity is visible in the XRD analysis, a
higher Ar mole fraction leads to higher hardness values, see also Chapter 6.3.4.
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Figure 6.7.: Correlation diagram of the Ar mole fraction with the hardness in Vickers for pseudo-γ
aluminum oxide thin films of samples 1 and 4-9. The highest values in hardness are achieved
by samples with the highest Ar mole fraction. The inlay shows the corresponding diagram
for all samples 1-9.
6.3.3. Chemical analysis by EDX line scans in cross-section
For all cross-section samples, EDX line scans were performed in the SEM at 15kV acceleration
voltage. These line scans reveal the elemental distribution across the aluminum oxide films.
Multiple spectra at multiple locations were acquired for each sample, the corresponding line
scans are given in the Appendix A. For all samples, Al and O distributions follow the dimensions
of the structure, giving a gaussian distribution across the center of the film. The Ar content
shows a clear deviation in comparison to that of Al and O for all samples.
At the bottom edge (i.e. interface to WC substrate), the Ar content exhibits a similar strong
increase, comparable to Al and O distribution. Across the film, the Ar content decreases before
the distribution of Al and O drops at the top of the film. The maximum of the Ar distribution
was always found at the interface with the WC substrate. For the rest of the film, three typical
patterns were identified: i) an almost linear decay up to the top of the film ii) a constant Ar
distribution across the rest of the film and iii) a second, smaller peak in the middle of the
aluminum oxide film. Such different patterns were found for different samples, but even within
one sample.
6.3.4. Structure-property correlation
Due to the intended use of the coated samples as a cutting tool, the investigation and under-
standing of the mechanical properties is of highest interest.
As described in section 2.2.1, many parameters are available during deposition to optimize the
mechanical properties of pseudo-γ aluminum oxide.
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But if only mechanical properties are studied, the optimization of the deposition parameters is
reduced to trial and error. Therefore, the investigation of structural properties and their correla-
tion to the mechanical properties is of highest importance.
Sample ID
Deposition
bias [V]
Young’s
modulus [GPa]
HV
[Vickers]
Plan-view
Al to Ar
ratio XRD 2θ400[°]
8:S4S1 -90 331 2435 27.3 45.52 ± 0.03
9:S4S2 -125 380 2930 15.7 45.21 ± 0.03
Table 6.5.: Summary of series 4 samples with different deposition bias voltages. Mechanical properties,
structural and chemical features are given to highlight the influence of the deposition bias
voltage.
During deposition, the applied bias voltage is important in order to achieve the surface energy
necessary for the growth process, and thus atomic mobility. The energy is necessary to achieve
crystalline structures in a growing layer. Table 6.5 gives an overview of the two samples of
series 4, where different bias voltages were applied. Even lower bias values (of -40 V) lead to
the formation of amorphous aluminum oxide structures. The optimal deposition bias of -125 V
leads to the formation of the sample with the highest hardness value of 2930 Vickers and Youngs
modulus of 380 GPa.
This is in agreement with results obtained by Sridharan et al. on γ aluminum oxide, where
amorphous structures were seen for a bias voltage of -30 V and crystalline structured emerged
starting from bias voltages of -70 V, but higher substrate temperature were needed [61].
In other material systems, the importance of the deposition bias was examined as well, e.g. in
TiAlC, where a negative correlation was observed by Pang et al. [94]. In addition, they de-
termined a decrease of the sp3 to sp2 molecular orbital ratio with increasing bias, leading to a
crystal structure with decreased mechanical properties. For TiSiN, the highest hardness values
were achieved with a deposition bias of -150V [95], similar to the optimal deposition bias of
-125 V for pseudo-γ aluminum oxide in this work and -150 V obtained by Engelhart et al. [56].
The influence of the bias voltage on the crystalline structure has to be considered when insu-
lating layers are grown using the PVD process, which applies for example to a large number
of metal oxide compounds. During growth, the effectively applied bias potential is reduced
with increasing layer thickness, because of the insulating properties of the layer material. Con-
sequently, this worsens the growth conditions at the layer surface and can ultimately lead to
exclusively or primarily amorphous structures being grown.
The structural investigation revealed that the sample hardness is directly linked to the incorpo-
ration of Ar into the structure, see Figure 6.7. The high deposition bias apparently leads to the
beneficial incorporation of argon into the defect spinel structure.
For samples 2:S1S2 and 3:S1S3, quantitative SEM EDX revealed Ar mole fractions of 1.09 to
1.29 at%. However, these samples showed lowest hardness values of 1618 and 1947 Vickers
and granular structure in SEM CS images.
The bias potential has to provide the necessary energy to incorporate the argon atoms into the
spinel structure. If this is not the case, amorphous regions with high Ar mole fractions are
formed, lowering the mechanical properties of the sample. This is also seen for samples of
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series 4 in Table 6.5, where the higher deposition bias leads to the formation of the aluminum
oxide film exhibiting the highest hardness value of all samples and the incorporation of the
highest Ar mole fractions.
Both samples were investigated in the TEM in section 9 for further investigation of the influence
of argon incorporation for the mechanical properties.
6.4. Conclusion
The pseudo-γ aluminum oxide phase was introduced in 2011 and is structurally related to a
disordered spinel structure. Pseudo-γ aluminum oxide films deposited on WC substrate show
high hardness values. Ar introduced by the sputtering gas plays the most important role in
the formation of pseudo-γ aluminum oxide films. Ar shows influence on film property (i.e.
hardness) by stabilizing the hard phase. X-ray diffractograms yield only a small number of
peaks, low in intensity on a large background. However, the (400) peak of pseudo-γ aluminum
oxide correlated with the physical properties, i.e. the hardness decreased with (i) increasing
angle of the peak and (ii) with the decreasing peak-to-background ratio of the (400) peak.
The bias potential significantly influenced the structure of the films deposited at about 550 ◦C.
High absolute bias voltages (-125 V) yielded crystalline films, low absolute bias deposition
(-40 V) yielded amorphous films. The quality of the crystalline films of pseudo-γ with respect
to hardness was best for (-125 V). A detailed analysis of the Ar mole fraction and distribution
of Ar was carried out here. A detailed measurement procedure was established for determining
the Ar mole fraction based on quantitative EDX analyses in plan-view and cross-section. Only
by following this procedure a reliable determination of the Ar mole fraction is possible. This
in turn is required for establishing a correlation of the Ar mole fraction with the hardness and
Young’s modulus.

7. Pseudo-γ aluminum oxide thin films: a conductive,
optically transparent oxide and methods of
contacting
7.1. Introduction
Transparent conductive oxides (TCO) are still an active field of research due to their wide range
of possible applications. The combination of optical transparency in conjunction with electrical
conductivity makes this class of materials an ideal choice for optoelectronic devices, photo-
voltaic devices, light emitting diodes or even displays [96, 97, 98, 99].
The most popular transparent conductive oxide is indium tin oxide (ITO) [96, 98], but many
other materials have been discovered [35]. Gallium oxides are of great importance for this
work, due to their chemical similarity to aluminum oxides (both Al and Ga are in the group 13
of the periodic table).
In the work presented here, the main application of pseudo-γ thin films deposited by PVD are
wear resistant coatings. Due to their outstanding structural properties (high hardness, chemical
inertness and corrosion resistance [100]) and the easily available components (i.e. no indium
or gallium), a transparent conductive aluminum oxide is an ideal candidate for applications of
TCOs where durability and cost effectiveness is of great importance.
7.2. Experimental procedure
7.2.1. Sample preparation
For the analysis of the electrical and optical properties of pseudo-γ aluminum oxide in this
chapter, samples from series 1,3 and 4 on tungsten carbide substrates were used. More detail
Sample
ID
Young’s
modulus [GPa]
HV
[Vickers]
Thickness of
Al2O3 film [µm]
Roughness of
Al2O3 film [nm] Granularity
1:S1S1 323 2268 0.76 ± 0.01 78 ± 14 no
2:S1S2 270 1618 1.47 ± 0.03 157 ± 47 ≈ 229 nm
3:S1S3 271 1947 1.64 ± 0.10 160 ± 53 ≈ 194 nm
4:S3S1 352 2900 1.64 ± 0.09 68 ± 19 no
5:S3S2 352 2900 0.65 ± 0.04 41 ± 8 no
6:S3S3 343 2583 1.28 ± 0.06 74 ± 20 no
7:S3S4 343 2583 0.56 ± 0.02 30 ± 7 no
8:S4S1 331 2435 1.06 ± 0.06 69 ± 30 no
9:S4S2 380 2930 1.04 ± 0.04 75 ± 30 no
Table 7.1.: Aluminum oxide thin films deposited on WC substrates of series 1, 3 and 4. Mechanical
properties are given as Young’s modulus and Vicker’s hardness. The layer thickness, granu-
larity and surface roughness of the films were determined at multiple areas by SEM imaging.
is given in Tables 2.1, 2.3 and 2.4 in section 2.2.3. The relevant information and film thickness
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measured in the SEM is given in Table 7.1.
7.2.2. Electrical measurements at RT
To measure the electrical resistance of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide films, thin Au layers were
deposited on top of the aluminum oxide films. The WC substrate itself is conductive and acts
as a back contact. The measurement setup is illustrated in Figure7.1a. Top contact to the
metalization was established by lowering spring contacts onto the Au metalization. This way,
the resistance can be measured between the top and the bottom of the sample (in the following
named cross-plane resistance) and between different spring contacts on the sample top (in the
following named in-plane resistance). Resistance was determined by measuring the current
during a voltage sweep from 0 mV to 20 mV and fit of the slope of the measurement data.
Figure 7.1.: a) Experimental setup for resistance measurements. Top contact is realized by four spring
contacts to the metalization, bottom contact is achieved by the full coverage of the conduc-
tive WC substrate. The resistance can be measured in cross-plane between a single finger
and the substrate or in in-plane configuration between two different fingers. b) Experimen-
tal setup for the thermopower measurement. The sample is sandwiched between two Cu
plates that act as contacts for the temperature and voltage measurement.
7.2.3. Electrical measurements in cryostat
Small pieces were cut out of the samples (10 mm x 5 mm x 1 mm) and mounted in an optical
cryostat. The cross-plane resistance was measured in a temperature range between 80 K and
room temperature (RT) by the same technique as for the room temperature measurement.
7.2.4. Electrical measurements: thermopower
The setup for the thermopower measurement is shown in Figure 7.1b. The sample is placed
between two Cu-plates and kept in place by springs. Two thermocouples are attached to the
Cu-plates (one to the top and one to the bottom plate) to measure the temperature difference
across the film with high precision. Using a sourcemeter and the Cu-plates as contacts, the
voltage generated by the sample can be measured simultaneously. To heat up the top Cu-plate,
a soldering iron is used.
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7.3. Results
7.3.1. Structural and optical properties
Detailed structural analysis of the samples are summarized in chapter 6. It was found that the
deposited films were pseudo-γ aluminum oxide, which show crystalline spots as well as an
amorphous background in electron diffraction. A significant amount of argon (up to 2.26 at%)
Figure 7.2.: SEM cross-section analysis of a) sample 2:S1S2 and b) sample 3:S1S3. Sample 2:S1S2
(3:S1S3) shows a granular structure with an average granular size of ≈ 229nm (194nm)
was found in the films, originating from the sputtering process, and a correlation to its struc-
ture was established. Important for the understanding of the electrical measurement results are
the structural differences between samples with high and low hardness values. In SEM imag-
ing, films yielding low hardness (i.e. samples 2:S1S2 and samples 3:S1S3) exhibit a granular
structure, perpendicular to the film (i.e. parallel to the growth direction) with a granular size of
approximately 200 nm. Films yielding large hardness on the other hand showed a homogeneous
film that appears dense and monolithic rather than a granular microstructure. An SEM image
of samples 2:S1S2 and 3:S1S3 is shown in Figure 7.2.
To investigate the optical properties of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide thin films, small pieces
were analyzed using transmission light microscopy (see Figure 7.3). The pseudo-γ aluminum
oxide film surface was covered using a black marker. The sample was mounted as shown in
Figure 7.3a, i.e. the films were aligned in parallel to the illumination from below. By bringing
the microscope out of focus, the thin films were visible as a bright blue line. Since the film
was covered by the opaque marker, the light had to travel through the thin pseudo-γ aluminum
oxide layer. With this, it is clearly shown that the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide films are optically
transparent.
For samples 5:S3S2 and 7:S3S4, spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements were conducted.
Polarized light is directed to the sample surface and the amplitude ratio (Ψ) and phase shift (δ)
of parallel and perpendicular polarization to the sample surface is recorded. The two samples
were chosen because of their thin aluminum oxide films (less than 650 nm) to avoid strong inter-
ference effects during the measurement.The incident beam angle was set to 75°, the wavelength
range was set to 400 nm and 900 nm to cover the optical part of the spectrum.
A pure piece of WC substrate was characterized as well. For a measurement with only one
interface (i.e. air to WC substrate), the dielectric function can be extracted directly from the
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Figure 7.3.: a) Sketch of the transparency check for the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide samples. Samples
are illuminated in parallel to the film structure, thus guiding the light through the aluminum
oxide film. b) Lightmicroscopic image of sample 4:S3S1 in cross-section. On the left side,
the opaque cover is visible, on the right the non-transparent substrate. The film is clearly
visible by a bright line in between.
measurement for every wavelength. To determine the dielectric function of the pseudo-γ alu-
minum oxide film, a simple model was set up consisting of the reference substrate covered by
the aluminum oxide film. Film roughness was taken into account by a thin effective medium
layer according to Bruggemann [101]. Film thickness was set to the values determined in SEM,
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Figure 7.4.: Experimental data points for a) the amplitude ratio Ψ and b) phase shift δ of sample 7:S3S4.
Only every second data point (with respect to the energy) is shown. The fit is plotted as a
red line and shows good agreement with the experimental results.
see Table 7.1. For transparent materials, Cauchy dispersion model with Urbach absorption is
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mostly used in literature [102, 103] and was also successfully applied to transparent conductive
oxides [104, 105, 106]. In the Cauchy- Urbach model, three parameter A,B and C are available
for describing the real part of the refractive index
n = A+
B
λ2
+
C
λ4
(7.1)
and three parameter α, β and γ for the complex part
k = α exp
(
β
(
hc
λ
− γ
))
. (7.2)
Sample
ID A B [µm2] C [µm4] α β [eV−1] γ [eV]
n
@550 nm
k
@550 nm
5:S3S2 1.697 0.0054 -0.00005 0.0073 0.0002 4.1523 1.697 0.007
7:S3S4 1.674 0.0041 0.00002 0.0089 0.0179 4.1199 1.674 0.009
Table 7.2.: Fit parameter for the cauchy Model (A, B and C) with Urbach absorption (α, β and γ)
for samples 5:S3S2 and 7:S3S4. The complex refractive index (n − ik) is calculated for a
wavelength of 550 nm.
Figure 7.4 shows the measurement parameters Ψ and δ in combination with the model fit for
sample 7:S3S4. It shows good agreement for both parameters. Table 7.2 gives the fit parameters
for the Cauchy-Urbach model for both samples, as well as the complex refractive index for the
pseudo-γ aluminum oxide film at 550 nm. Absorption is linked to the complex part k of the
refractive index and is small for both samples, proving that the films are in fact transparent in
the optical range.
7.3.2. Full area metalization of the films
Metalization of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide thin films on WC substrates was essential for
electrical measurements. Pseudo-γ aluminum oxide films were dense and had a flat surface
with a small surface roughness of 30-160 nm (see Table 7.1). Direct contacting on the bare
surface in absence of a designated deposited electrical contact did not yield reliable results.
Either the measured resistance was not reproducible or the resistance was out of range (>20
MΩ). Therefore, contacts were deposited by DC sputtering using a gold target in a standard DC
sputtering machine for gold layer deposition for scanning electron microscopic investigations.
The sputtering gas was Ar (pressure 0.07 mbar). The deposition rate can be controlled by the
pressure in the sputtering chamber.
The thickness of the deposited gold film was controlled by the duration of the sputtering pro-
cess. Plan-view SEM EDX analysis was performed on sputtered samples and the peak ratio of
Au and Al peaks was determined. In addition, EDX spectra were simulated using Monte Carlo
methods in the DTSA II software package [107] for Au layers of different thickness. In Figure
7.5d, a measured spectrum for a sample with 40 s sputtering duration is shown in combination
with the simulated spectra with 40 nm thick Au layer. The simulated spectrum was normalized
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with respect to the Al peak to match the experimentally determined spectrum since only the
peak ratios are of interest.
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Figure 7.5.: a) EDX counts of Au peak (Au layer thickness) versus the duration of the Au sputtering
process for different samples of series 1 and 3. b) Comparison of a recorded SEM EDX
spectrum for a sample with sputtered Au (for 40 s) to a simulated spectra with a 40 nm thick
Au layer. The simulated spectrum is normalized to match the Al peak of the experimentally
measured spectrum.
By comparing the experimentally determined ratios of the Al-Peak vs Au-Peak (for samples
with known sputtering duration) to the ratios in the simulated spectra (with known Au layer
thickness), it was possible to determine a deposition rate of 1 nm Au layer thickness to 1 s sput-
tering duration (Figure 7.5c).
The gold films showed good adherence to the aluminum oxide films and passed a scotch tape
test. Different thicknesses were adjusted and the electrical resistance was measured. It was
found that a thickness of 40 nm was optimal for achieving reproducible results and a saturation
in the measured resistance was detected (more details in the Appendix C). Electrical resistance
of the so contacted pseudo-γ aluminum oxide films ranged from 8 Ω to 122 Ω (Table 7.3) at
room temperature. 8 Ω were measured for high-quality films with high hardness and no granu-
larity visible whereas up to 122 Ω were measured for granular films. The reproducibility of these
measurements was high and local variations of the resistivity were limited (50 % for 7:S3S4).
7.3.3. Resistivity between 80K and room temperature
The resistance values measured in cross-plane of the fully metalized samples at room tempera-
ture are given in Table 7.3. With a 40 nm Au metalization, sample 1:S1S1 and samples 4:S3S1
to 7:S3S4 showed low ohmic resistance values from 7.8 Ω to 11.9 Ω. Samples 2:S1S2 and
3:S1S3 showed higher resistance values of 45.4 Ω (sample 2:S1S2) and 122 Ω (sample 3:S1S3)
respectively. These two samples are also outstanding with respect to their structural properties
(see Table 7.1), i.e. their low hardness values and the observed granularity in the pseudo-γ
aluminum oxide films.
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Sample
ID
Thickness of
Al2O3 film [µm] Granularity
Nominal thickness
of Au layer [nm]
Resistance
at RT [Ω]
In-plane to
cross-plane
1:S1S1 0.76 ± 0.01 no 40 11.9 ± 2.4 0.82 ± 0.08
2:S1S2 1.47 ± 0.03 ≈ 229 nm 40 45.4 ± 7.8 0.69 ± 0.08
3:S1S3 1.64 ± 0.10 ≈ 194 nm 40 122 ± 64 0.97 ± 0.07
4:S3S1 1.64 ± 0.09 no 40 10.1 ± 2.2 0.86 ± 0.06
5:S3S2 0.65 ± 0.04 no 40 7.8 ± 1.6 0.92 ± 0.04
6:S3S3 1.28 ± 0.06 no 40 11.6 ± 1.9 0.86 ± 0.06
7:S3S4 0.56 ± 0.02 no 40 9.0 ± 1.2 0.93 ± 0.06
8:S4S1 1.06 ± 0.06 no 40 8.4 ± 1.0 0.51 ± 0.06
9:S4S2 1.04 ± 0.04 no 40 11.5 ± 3.1 0.59 ± 0.17
Table 7.3.: Room temperature resistance obtained for samples 1 to 7, contacted by a full area Au elec-
trode with a nominal thickness of 40 nm. The thickness of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide film
and the granularity of the film were obtained by cross-section SEM imaging.
All samples were measured in cross-plane and in in-plane (see Figure 7.1). In Figure 7.6b,
possible current paths are given for the in-plane measurement:
• Current path a is dominating in case of a thick metalization. The in-plane resistance is
expected to be lower than the cross-plane resistance.
• b) describes current flow through the aluminum oxide film.
• c) The current flow crosses the pseudo-γ film twice. Therefore, the in-plane resistance is
twice the cross-plane resistance.
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Figure 7.6.: a) Reproducibility for the resistance measurements is checked by measuring the resistance
at multiple locations on the sample (x-axis) and remeasured at the same position after re-
mounting the sample (y-axis). An orange line indicates a perfect one to one match. b)
Possible current paths for the in-plane resistance measurements.
Resistance measurements of pure WC substrate pieces yielded low ohmic resistance values (less
than 0.1 Ω), the resistivity of pseudo-γ is therefore expected to be higher in comparison to that
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of WC. As a consequence, current path b can be ruled out.
To determine the dominating current path (a or c), it is helpful to calculate the ratio of the in-
plane resistance to twice the cross-plane resistance. For current path a, this ratio tends towards
zero and only for current path c towards one. This ratio is also given in Table 7.3.
For sample 2:S1S2, this ratio yields a value of 0.69 and values between 0.82 - 0.93 for samples
1 and 3 to 7, indicating that current path (c) is dominating.
To prove reproducibility of the electrical measurements, every sample was measured in a sys-
tematic way at different positions of the sample surface. After removing and remounting the
sample, the resistance was measured again at the same positions. Figure 7.6a shows the re-
measured resistance of each position plotted against the resistance of the first measurement. It
shows clearly how the second measurement reproduces the resistance of the first measurement.
To measure the temperature dependence of the electrical resistance, a small piece (10 mm x
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Figure 7.7.: a) Cross-plane resistance of Sample 1:S1S1 from 80 K to 300 K. The resistance increases
exponentially with decreasing temperature. b) Temperature-dependent resistance of a pure
WC substrate piece.
5 mm x 1 mm) was cut out of sample 1:S1S1 and mounted in an optical cryostat. To improve
the setup quality and remove parasitic resistances (i.e. wire resistances), a 4-wire setup was
established. The resistance was measured at different temperatures starting from 80 K to 300 K.
The results are shown in Figure 7.7a. Both measurement runs show a clear increase in the
resistance with decreasing temperature as is typical for a semiconductor. At 80 K, the resistance
is increased by a factor of 4 in comparison to the resistance at 300 K. In addition, Figure 7.7b
shows the temperature dependence of a pure WC substrate piece, which exhibits metallic be-
havior (i.e. decreasing resistance with decreasing temperature). This shows once again that the
current is in fact passing through the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide phase.
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7.3.4. Thermopower measurements at room temperature
Thermopower of pure WC substrate
To measure the thermopower of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide films, the conductive WC sub-
strate needs to be taken into account. Since the temperature difference is applied across the
whole sample (i.e. substrate and the film), a part of the voltage signal will be generated by the
substrate alone. Consequently, extra care has to be taken.
The thermopower for a pure WC substrate was determined in order to infer the thermopower
contribution attributed to the pseudo-γ phase. Using a soldering iron, the top Cu-plate was
heated up to a temperature difference of 15 K and the following cooling was recorded, showing
linear behavior of the voltage with respect to the temperature difference.
The Seebeck coefficient of the substrate was determined using S = − V
δT
= −14.7µV
K
. The raw
data of the thermopower measurement is shown in Figure 7.8, where the ratio of the measured
voltage to the temperature difference across the sample is given.
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Figure 7.8.: Raw Data for thermopower measurement without any correction according to equation 7.6.
Please note that the x-axis carries no information other than the sample name.
Thermopower of pseudo-γ aluminum oxide films on WC substrate
The generated electromotive force of the full sample is made up of contributions of the WC
substrate and the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide film. The overall voltage signal across the sample
is therefore
VTotal = VAl2O3 + VWC . (7.3)
In the steady state case, the generated voltage signal can easily be linked to the temperature
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difference across the corresponding film
Vi = Si ∆Ti (7.4)
(where S is the thermopower). In the steady state the heat flux at the interface of the film and
the substrate has to be conserved
λAl2O3 ∇TAl2O3 = λWC ∇TWC (7.5)
Where λ is the thermal conductivity.
As a result, the thermopower of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide film can be expressed as
SAl2O3 ≈
λAl2O3
λWC
dWC
dAl2O3
·
(
−VTotal
∆T
− SWC
)
, (7.6)
where d is the thickness of the layers. A more detailed derivation for equation 7.6 is given in
the Appendix D.
The voltage and temperature differences were measured directly. Using a high precision spring
platform, the substrate thickness was determined. For the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide film, thick-
ness values were measured in the SEM (see Table 7.1). Since the Seebeck coefficient of WC
was previously determined, only its thermal conductivity was taken from literature as 110 Wm K
[108].
Using equation 7.6, it is possible to determine the ratio of the Seebeck coefficient to the thermal
conductivity of pseudo-γ aluminum oxide. The results for samples 1 and 2 of series 1 and all
of series 3 are given in Table 7.4.
Sample ID 1:S1S1 2:S1S2 4:S3S1 5:S3S2 6:S3S3 7:S3S4
SAl2O3
λAl2O3
[ µV/KW/(m K)] 59 ± 4 46.2 ± 0.2 30 ± 1 111 ± 3 42.6 ± 0.7 86 ± 4
Table 7.4.: Ratio of the thermopower and the thermal conductivity of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide film
for samples 1:S1S2 and 2:S1S2 of series 1 and all samples of series 3. The ratio’s unit can
be reduced to µmA .
7.4. Discussion
7.4.1. Metalization
For the application of pseudo-γ aluminum oxide as an conductive oxide, contacting and hence
metalization of the film plays an important role. Large area Au contacts deposited by DC
sputtering exhibit reproducible results in terms of electrical resistance, but small area contacts
did not.
Metalization is still an important task (see also 8). Poor adhesion between Au (in our case for
small area contacts) and oxide substrates is a well-known problem [109, 110]. Zhang et al. did
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a detailed investigation on the mechanism of sputtered Au on TiO layers [111]. More research
in the future is necessary to improve the small area metalization to enable measurements of the
specific resistance.
7.4.2. Transport and optical properties
Electrical resistance
Typically, aluminum oxide phases are known to be electrically insulating [112, 113]. In the lit-
erature, there are multiple measurements and simulations of the electrical band gap for different
aluminum oxide phases. For α aluminum oxide, a high band gap value of 8.7 eV to 8.8 eV is
given based on simulations [21, 114] and photoemission experiments [115]. Filatova et al. per-
formed x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements and report a band gap value of 7.0 eV
for amorphous and 7.6 eV for γ aluminum oxide respectively [20].
The results obtained here show on multiple samples of pseudo-γ aluminum oxide that this phase
is in fact an electrical conductor. Using DC sputtered large area Au contacts, low ohmic resis-
tance values were achieved, see Table 7.3. The structural differences of pseudo- to standard-γ
aluminum oxide, especially the Ar content, might play the key role in the formation of the elec-
trical conduction mechanism, but further work is needed to determine the exact process. The
temperature dependence clearly shows semiconducting behavior of the pseudo-γ aluminum ox-
ide phase.
Thermopower
The conductive WC substrate limited the direct measurement of the thermopower of pseudo-γ
aluminum oxide to the determination of the ratio of the thermopower to the heat conductivity.
Su et al. report a value of 6 Wm K for the heat conductivity of standard-γ aluminum oxide [45].
Based on this value, it is possible to estimate the absolute thermopower of pseudo-γ aluminum
oxide to be in the range from 180 µVK to 666
µV
K .
These results are outstanding in terms of their absolute values and the positive sign in compar-
ison to other transparent conductive oxides. Orita et al. report on thermopower measurements
of InGaO3(ZnO)n yielding −53
µV
K to −66
µV
K [116]. On Ga2O3 - In2O3 - SnO2, Edward et al.
achieved values between −75 µVK and −175
µV
K [117]. Other groups also report negative ther-
mopower for different TCOs [118, 119].
Kawazoe et al. report a positive thermopower of 183 µVK for CuAlO2, which is explained by
an excess of oxygen [120]. In NiO thin films, it is even possible to change the sign of the
thermopower (from −30 µVK to 60
µV
K ) by different post deposition annealing steps [30, 93]. Fu-
ture work on pseudo-γ aluminum oxide films deposited on a non-conductive substrate will be
necessary to determine the absolute thermopower of these films.
Optical transparency
The pseudo-γ aluminum oxide oxide films investigated in this work have proven to be optically
transparent by spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements. Houska et al. give an overview of
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the refractive index as well as the extinction coefficients for α, γ and amorphous aluminum
oxide phases for different deposition methods at a wavelength of 550 nm [103]. All structures
show low values for the extinction coefficient, for their γ aluminum oxide sample they report a
small extinction coefficient of k550nm =4× 10−4, close to the values determined for pseudo-γ
aluminum oxide given in Table 7.2.
Khanna et al. also present experimental proof of the optical transparency of γ aluminum oxide
for a wavelength range of 250 nm to 900 nm [54]. It is noteworthy that they show XRD diffrac-
tograms of their samples, where the dominating peaks are in fact the (400) and (440) peaks,
while the (222) peak of standard-γ aluminum oxide is missing. It might very well be that their
structure was much closer to pseudo-γ aluminum oxide than standard-γ aluminum oxide.
7.4.3. Structure-property correlation
No obvious correlation was found between the electrical properties determined in this work and
the structural properties of the samples, see Figure 7.9a. Samples 2:S1S2 and 3:S1S3 show the
highest resistance, as well as the highest fluctuation in the measured resistance. Only for these
two samples a granular structure was observed in SEM, as well as a high surface roughness, see
Table 7.1. This indicates that a part of the measured resistance is made up of the metalization
itself and its contact resistance to the aluminum oxide film. The high surface roughness might
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Figure 7.9.: a) Resistance of the fully covered samples are plotted against the 2θ angle of the (400) peak
in XRD. b) Close-up to the samples of series 3.
inhibit a planar coverage of the aluminum oxide film with the sputtered Au, resulting in a higher
electrical resistance. Samples 4:S3S1 and 5:S3S2 (6:S3S3 and 7:S3S4 respectively) were de-
posited in the same batch and were also contacted in the same DC sputtering cycle. Therefore,
for these four samples it is justified to assume similar contact quality of the metalization. Sam-
ple 5:S3S2 is of the same batch as sample 4:S3S1, but with a smaller layer thickness due to an
additional superimposed rotation during deposition (the same is true for samples 6:S3S3 and
7:S3S4 respectively). Therefore it is expected that the thinner aluminum oxide films will result
in a lower resistance according to Ohm’s law.
However, the change in the resistance does not match the change in the layer thickness in a
linear way.
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To explain this discrepancy, it is necessary to take the structural results into account. For all
samples of series 3, a shift in the (400) peak position was detected in XRD measurements.
Therefore, the change in resistance cannot be solely attributed to geometric differences, but
rather stems partly from a different crystal structure (lattice parameters) as seen in the shift of
the XRD peak, see Figure 7.9.
This indicates that there might be an underlying structure-property correlation between the elec-
trical properties and the crystal structure of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide films, that is revealed
if a reliable structured metalization process can be established.
7.5. Conclusion
Pseudo-γ aluminum oxide was introduced in 2011 and is related to the disordered spinel struc-
ture of γ aluminum oxide, while showing distinct features. It was found that Ar, introduced
during the deposition process, plays the most important role in the formation of the pseudo-γ
aluminum oxide phase. In addition to the outstanding structural properties, it was shown here
that pseudo-γ aluminum oxide is in fact a transparent conductive oxide.
Spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements showed that the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide films are
transparent in the visible range. Electrical resistance measurements at room temperature on
fully metalized samples showed low resistance values about 10 Ω. The metalization of the
pseudo-γ was achieved in a reproducible manner for large area contacts. However, further work
is still needed to improve the contacting process to investigate the electrical properties in a more
advanced manner using structured contacts.
The ratio of the thermopower to the heat conductivity were measured and indicate that the
pseudo-γ aluminum oxide films have high, positive thermopower values, while still showing
low electrical resistance values. In conclusion, the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide films are an inter-
esting candidate for future research on transparent conductive oxides, due to their outstanding
structural properties and no expensive materials such as indium or gallium are contained in the
structure.

8. Temperature dependent structure-property
correlation of pseudo-γ aluminum oxide thin films
8.1. Introduction
Cemented tungsten carbide (WC) is a widely used material for cutting tools, making up more
than 50 % of the billion dollar market for cutting tools in 2013 [121]. WC shows outstand-
ing mechanical properties such as high hardness values up to 2250 Vickers [122] and friction
toughness [123, 124]. An overview over different consolidation processes and their impact on
sample properties can be found in [125].
When exposed to high temperatures, tungsten carbide oxidizes [126, 127], which has a negative
impact on the mechanical properties [128]. Due to their use as cutting tools, depending on the
cutting speed, high temperatures up to 1200 ◦C can be reached due to friction [129, 130].
To avoid oxidation, WC tools can be covered with a protective layer, for instance by deposition
of multilayer structures of aluminum oxide (Al2O3) and TiAlN. The use of single nitride layers
is possible [131], but multilayer structures of nitride, carbide or oxide layers are more common
due to the combination of their individual advantages (e.g. in terms of hardness or chemical
resistance) [65, 66, 131, 132, 133, 134].
Nitride layers alone can reach extraordinary mechanical properties (hardness up to 4000 Vick-
ers [135]). In multilayer structures, they also serve as an adhesive layer for oxide layers and
improve the crystal quality of the coating layers [134].
Aluminum oxide layers show low thermal conductivity (13 Wm K at 760 K for α aluminum oxide
[136], 6 Wm K over a wide temperature range for γ aluminum oxide). Therefore, such layers are
especially suitable to prohibit the transformation of the WC substrates into a powdery phase. In
addition, aluminum oxide layers also provide a high chemical resistance and remarkable me-
chanical properties [46].
Using dual magnetron sputtering (DMS) with Ar as a sputtering gas, pseudo-γ thin films were
produced and characterized in 2011, showing hardness values up to 2348 Vickers [56].
The first electrical characterization was performed on samples that featured DC sputtered Au
contacts, showing small contact resistances but adhesion to the oxide layer needs to be im-
proved, which is a common problem in contacting oxides of any kind [109, 110, 111].
In this work, pseudo-γ aluminum oxide was deposited on WC substrates with an additional
TiAlN layer on top. As explained before, such multilayer structures are common to enhance
the mechanical properties of cutting tools. In this case, the TiAlN layer served as a low ohmic
resistance contacting layer to the aluminum oxide [137]. Due to their thin layer structures (typ-
ically in the nm to µm range, [134, 138]), structural analysis is very demanding on multilayer
systems.
The correlation of structural information (e.g. standard x-ray diffraction and scanning electron
microscopy) with results of electrical measurements (especially temperature dependent resis-
tance measurements) proves to be a powerful tool to analyze thin multilayer structures.
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8.2. Experimental procedure
8.2.1. Sample preparation
Table 8.1 gives an overview over all samples under investigation in this chapter. More detailed
information about samples from series 1 and 2 are given in Tables 2.3, 2.3 and 2.2 in section
2.2.3.
TiAlN layers were deposited using high power impulse magnetron sputtering (HIPIMS) on top
of a pseudo-γ aluminum oxide layer [67]. Sample 14:TiAlN consists of a single TiAlN layer
deposited on a WC substrate which served as a reference.
Series Sample ID Batch
Thickness of
Al2O3 film [nm]
Thickness of
TiAlN film [nm]
1 1:S1S1 1 760 ± 10 -
2 10:S2S1 8 1762 ± 39 521 ± 39
2 11:S2S2 8 885 ± 31 294 ± 21
2 12:S2S3 9 658 ± 77 431 ± 51
2 13:S2S4 9 365 ± 5 260 ± 10
X 14:TiAlN 10 - 445 ± 27
Table 8.1.: Sample IDs and layer thickness for pseudo-γ aluminum oxide and TiAlN layers. The film
thickness was determined in SEM.
8.2.2. Temperature dependent electrical measurements
Room temperature measurements of the electrical resistance were performed with spring con-
tacts for the top side contact, see also section 7.2.2. No extra steps were needed to achieve good
electrical contact to the thin films. The resistance was calculated from a linear fit of the acquired
current readings to a voltage sweep from −10 mV to 10 mV. In this range, the samples always
showed ohmic, i.e. linear behavior.
For temperature dependent measurements, small parts (10 mm x 5 mm) were cut out of the
sample. To reduce the thermal mass, the substrate thickness was reduced to a few mm. Small
samples were mounted in an optical cryostat and the films were contacted using a spring contact
platform. The same voltage sweep was performed for cryostat measurements as for the room
temperature measurements.
Using liquid nitrogen and a small resistive heater, the resistance was measured over a tempera-
ture range starting from 80 K to room temperature.
8.2.3. X-ray diffraction acquisition
X-ray diffractograms were acquired in grazing incidence using the Cu-Kα-Line. For more de-
tails of the experimental setup, see also section 6.2.2. Due to the thin layer structures (in the µm
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range), most of the generated signal originates from the WC substrate. By using grazing inci-
dence geometry (incident angle kept constant at Ω = 1°), the intensity of the peaks attributed
to the film is maximized. In addition, the γ aluminum oxide (400) peak is overlapping with
the (200) TiAlN and (101) WC substrate peak. Therefore, special care has to be taken during
diffractogram analysis. By carefully performing a peak deconvolution and a combined fit of all
peaks with a nonlinear background subtraction it was possible to identify and analyze the (400)
pseudo-γ aluminum oxide peak in all spectra.
8.3. Results and discussion
8.3.1. Structural analysis in XRD and SEM
X-Ray diffractograms were acquired for all samples of series 2 and are shown in Figure 8.1a in
the range 2θ = 35° to 50°. For all four samples, the diffractogram is dominated by two peaks
originating from the WC substrate at 2θ = 35.6° (WC (100)) and 2θ = 48.4° (WC (101)).
Besides the substrate peaks, only broad peaks with small intensities can be attributed to the
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Figure 8.1.: a) X-ray diffractogram of all samples 10:S2S1 to 13:S2S4 in grazing incidence mode. b)
X-ray diffractogram in logarithmic scale in combination with the peak fit (red: overall fit,
blue: TiAlN (200) peak fit, green: γ aluminum oxide peak fit).
aluminum oxide and TiAlN films. Two peaks at 2θ = 37.7° and 2θ = 43.4° can be attributed to
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Sample ID XRD 2θ[°] d400 [Å]
10:S2S1 45.13 ± 0.02 2.009 ± 0.001
11:S2S2 45.33 ± 0.02 2.001 ± 0.001
12:S2S3 44.50 ± 0.67 2.036 ± 0.029
13:S2S4 45.21 ± 0.26 2.006 ± 0.011
Table 8.2.: Results of XRD experiment (2θ) and calculated d values for γ aluminum oxide (400) peaks
using Cu Kα line.
TiAlN (111) and TiAlN(200) respectively.
In the evaluation performed in section 6.3.2, the XRD-2θ value of the (400) peak of γ alu-
minum oxide was determined and correlated with the sample hardness and Ar mole fraction.
Unfortunately, the γ aluminum oxide (400) peak is partly overlapping with the TiAlN (200)
peak for samples of series 2. Only by performing a nonlinear background subtraction followed
by a peak deconvolution fit to the TiAlN (200), γ aluminum oxide (400) and the WC (101)
simultaneously, it was possible to get reproducible results for the γ aluminum oxide (400) peak
position, see Table 8.2.
Figure 8.1b shows the diffractograms for 2θ = 42° to 47° in logarithmic scale together with the
intensity of the TiAlN (200), the γ aluminum oxide (400) and the overall intensity determined
by the fit.
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Figure 8.2.: SEM cross-section images of sample 10:S2S1 (a), sample 11:S2S2 (b), sample 12:S2S3 (c)
and sample 13:S2S4 (d). The samples are oriented such that the substrate is at the bottom
of the image.
Cross-section samples were analyzed in the SEM with an acceleration voltage of 10 kV, see
Figure 8.2. The WC substrate is seen at the bottom of the image. For all samples, the aluminum
oxide film fully covers the substrate homogeneously and the interface to the TiAlN layer appears
to be sharply defined. No granular structure was seen as for samples of series 1 with small
hardness values, see section 6.3.1.
8.3.2. Quantitative and qualitative chemical analysis using SEM EDX
Quantitative analysis in cross-section
To analyze the Ar mole fraction in the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide films, quantitative EDX in
SEM was carried out for cross-section samples. The acceleration voltage was set to 10 kV and
the electron beam was positioned in the middle of the aluminum oxide film to maximize the
overlap of the excitation volume with the aluminum oxide film. For each sample, at least 10
spectra were acquired at different position across the whole cross-section. Quantitative analysis
was carried out for aluminum, oxygen and argon and the averaged results of all acquired spectra
are given in Table 8.3. Ar mole fractions range from 1.93 at% for sample 11:S2S2 to 3.04 at%
for sample 12:S2S3, yielding slightly higher values as were obtained on the samples of series
1,3 and 4 without a TiAlN layer, see Table 6.4 in section 6.3.2.
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Sample ID Al [at%] O [at%] Ar [at%]
Al to Ar
ratio
10:S2S1 32.51 ± 1.78 65.40 ± 2.23 2.09 ± 0.48 15.6
11:S2S2 32.45 ± 0.59 65.62 ± 0.59 1.93 ± 0.17 16.8
12:S2S3 34.48 ± 2.75 62.48 ± 0.33 3.04 ± 0.69 11.4
13:S2S4 37.25 ± 1.03 60.18 ± 0.92 2.57 ± 0.40 14.5
Table 8.3.: Quantitative chemical analysis on all samples of series 2 by SEM EDX in cross-section.
Spectra were evaluated with respect to Al, O and Ar.
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Figure 8.3.: EDX point spectra at 10 keV for a) sample 12:S2S3 and b) sample 11:S2S2 in cross-section
taken in the SEM.
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Due to the thin aluminum oxide layer (see Table 8.1), the excitation volume extends into the
adjacent material. Therefore, x-rays from the substrate and the TiAlN layer are generated, the
latter results in increased counts of the aluminum Kα line. As a result, the Al mole fraction for
thin aluminum oxide layers (samples 12:S2S3 and 13:S2S4) is higher in comparison to samples
with thicker aluminum oxide layers.
Qualitative linescan analysis in cross-section
For all samples of series 2, EDX line scans were acquired in the SEM with 15 kV acceleration
voltage at different positions. Such linescans do not provide quantitative analysis, but show the
elemental distribution across the thin films. The spectra are all oriented such that the interface
to the substrate is located on the left of the image, see Figures in the Appendix B. The oxygen
and titanium linescans of all samples follow the dimension of the corresponding films, showing
sharp increases in intensity at the film interfaces. Aluminum is present in both films. As a result,
the lines show a sharp increase at the interface to the WC film (similar to the oxygen line) and
a drop in intensity at the top end of the TiAlN layer (similar to the Ti line).
The Ar content exhibits the same features that were identified for samples with no TiAlN films
of series 1, 3 and 4, see section 6.3.3. All samples show a sharp increase in the Ar content at
the interface to the WC susbtrate, similar to the oxygen and aluminum content. This is expected
for a sharp interface between the WC substrate and the aluminum oxide film. The maximum Ar
content is located close to the interface to the WC substrate. For the Ar content profile across
the aluminum oxide film, samples 10:S2S1 and 11:S2S2 show three different types, similar to
samples of series 1, 3, and 4: i) an almost linear decay in Ar intensity towards the interface to
the TiAlN layer, ii) a constant Ar distribution across the rest of the aluminum oxide film and iii)
a second, smaller peak within the aluminum oxide film.
Samples 12:S2S3 and 13:S2S4 have smaller aluminum oxide film thickness, see Table 8.1. The
line profiles of the Ar content show the same sharp increase at the interface to the WC substrate,
but also a sharp decrease at the interface to the TiAlN layer which is not observed in thicker
samples.
This indicates that the aluminum oxide film is similar for all samples at the interface to the WC
substrate, where the highest Ar mole fractions are observed. The rest of the film differs for all
samples, showing different Ar mole fractions in comparison to the lower part of the film. A
detailed investigation of the different layers of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide films is given in
chapter 9.
For samples of series 1, 3 and 4, a correlation was established that linked the sample hard-
ness to the Ar mole fraction as well as to the position of the (400) peak position in XRD. Due
to the layer structure of the samples of series 2, no hardness value can be attributed to the alu-
minum oxide layer. Figure 8.4 shows a plot of the γ aluminum oxide (400) peak position vs the
Ar mole fraction of all samples. To highlight the results of series 2 samples, the data points of
series 1, 3 and 4 are shown in gray (see Figure 6.2 in chapter 6 for a colorful plot of samples of
series 1, 3 and 4). A clear trend can be seen for all samples, including samples of series 2. A
higher Ar mole fraction is linked to a smaller 2θ value, and consequently a higher dhkl value.
This indicates that a higher Ar mole fraction leads to a larger lattice constant in the pseudo-γ
aluminum oxide thin films.
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Figure 8.4.: Correlation diagram of the (400) γ aluminum oxide peak position vs Ar mole fraction de-
termined by SEM EDX (in cross-section) for all samples of all series. Datapoints of series
1,3 and 4 are shown in gray, series 2 samples are shown in red. A linear correlation can be
seen.
Despite the thin films of samples 12:S2S3 and 13:S2S4, it was possible to analyze their struc-
tural and chemical properties. All results indicate that the aluminum oxide films of series 2
samples are similar to that of series 1, 3 and 4. The additional treatment during the HIPIMS
deposition of the TiAlN layer does not change the structure of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide
films. This is important for the interpretation and correlation of the electrical measurements in
the next section to the structural properties obtained here.
8.3.3. Electrical properties
8.3.3.1. Electrical resistance at room temperature
Electrical resistance was measured for all samples at room temperature. The TiAlN layer served
as a contact for the aluminum oxide film, additional preparation steps as for pure aluminum
oxide samples were not necessary, see section 7.3.2. The edges of the samples were grinded
and polished in parallel to the film to prohibit any current flow from the TiAlN layer directly to
the WC substrate.
The TiAlN layer was contacted by metal pins while the WC substrate acted as a back contact.
The resistance was measured in cross-plane (i.e. from one of the pins to the substrate) but also
in in-plane (between pins). By comparing the resistance value for the cross-plane and the in-
plane measurement, it is possible to identify the current flow across the film. For this, the ratio
of the resistance in in-plane configuration to twice the cross-plane resistance is calculated.
In case that the in-plane resistance is twice the cross-plane resistance (i.e. ratio of one), the
current flow is crossing the aluminum oxide layer twice. A short circuit between the pins
through the TiAlN layer would reduce the ratio to values smaller than one. For more details
about the possible current paths see Figure 7.6 in section 7.3.3.
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Sample ID
Thickness of
Al2O3 film [nm]
Thickness of
TiAlN film [nm]
Cross-plane
electrical resistance [Ω]
In-plane to
cross-plane
10:S2S1 1762 ± 39 521 ± 39 115 ± 19 0.84
11:S2S2 885 ± 31 294 ± 21 550 ± 92 0.92
12:S2S3 658 ± 77 431 ± 51 194 ± 36 0.85
13:S2S4 365 ± 5 260 ± 10 1619 ± 366 0.95
14:TiAlN - 445 ± 27 3.2 ± 1.0 -
Table 8.4.: Sample IDs, layer thickness and electrical resistance for all samples of series 2 and the refer-
ence sample 14:TiAlN. The last column gives the ratio of the in-plane resistance to twice the
cross-plane resistance.
The resistance was measured at different positions across the samples and the results were aver-
aged, see Table 8.4. In addition to the samples of series 2, a reference sample consisting of WC
substrate with a single TiAlN on top was investigated. The electrical resistance at room tem-
perature shows large variations between the samples from 115 Ω for sample 10:S2S1 to 1619 Ω
for sample 13:S2S4. The in-plane to cross-plane ratio is close to one (smallest value 0.84 for
sample 10:S2S1), indicating that the current is in fact crossing the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide
layer.
The resistance values are much higher in comparison to Au contacted pseudo-γ aluminum ox-
ide films of series 1, 3 and 4, where room temperature resistance was in the range of 9-11 Ω for
high hardness samples.
The TiAlN layer has a higher electrical resistance in comparison to the Au contacts of section
7.3. The measured thickness of the TiAlN layer of sample 14:TiAlN was about 10x higher than
the sputtered Au contacts (see Table 8.4 and Table 7.3 in section 7.3.3) but shows higher resis-
tance values in comparison to values measured for pure WC substrate (0.5 Ω).
This indicates that the higher resistance of samples of series 2 is a result of the lower electri-
cal conductance of the TiAlN layer in comparison to sputtered Au contacts. The mechanical
stability of the TiAlN contact layer was outstanding, no scratches or damages were observed
during the measurement. As a result, the TiAlN layer provides a high-ohmic contact to the
pseudo-γ aluminum oxide layer, but is mechanically more durable than the Au contacts that
were scratched off during repeated electrical measurements.
The higher resistance of the TiAlN layer also provides an explanation for higher resistance
values measured on thinner samples. To investigate the current flow through the TiAlN contact
layer and to estimate the electrical resistivity of the pseudo-γ film, current flow simulations were
performed for sample 10:S2S1 using COMSOL Multiphysics [139]. Only sample 10:S2S1 was
used for the simulations due to the highest film thickness and comparable TiAlN thickness to
the reference sample 14:TiAlN.
As a first step, the current flow through the reference sample was simulated, using the film
thickness determined in SEM and the overall electrical resistance from Table 8.4. The contact
area of the metal pin was estimated from light microscopic images of scratched Au contacts to
be 6.25 µm2. The electrical resistivity of tungsten carbide was taken from [140]. To reduce the
computational load, a rotational symmetry perpendicular to the film interfaces was assumed,
see Figure 8.5.
The simulation result gave an estimated resistivity for the TiAlN layer of ρT iAlN = 0.015 Ωcm.
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In the next step, sample 10:S2S1 was simulated using the TiAlN resistivity determined for ref-
erence sample, film thicknesses from SEM and overall resistance from Table 8.4.
Figure 8.5.: Cut out of simulated voltage drop across the different layers of sample 10:S2S1 using
COMSOL Multiphysics. The z-axis is also the symmetry axis for the rotational symmetry.
The lateral dimension was cut to highlight the voltage distribution below the Au contact
pins.
Figure 8.5 visualizes a cut-out of the simulated voltage distribution across sample 10:S2S1.
It shows how the current flow (linked to the voltage drop) is guided laterally through the top
TiAlN layer. With decreasing layer thickness, lateral current flow is restricted, resulting in an
smaller effective contact area. This leads to a higher resistance for thinner TiAlN contact layers
as observed for samples of series 2.
From the simulation, the electrical conductivity for the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide layer was
determined as ρ10:S2S1 = 0.36 Ωcm. This simulation can only serve as an estimate, since the
resistivity of the TiAlN layer and contact area can only be estimated themselves. Bright et al.
give an overview of the improvement of electrical resistivities for various binary transparent
conductive oxides [10]. The simulated resistivity of pseudo-γ aluminum oxide is about a factor
of ten higher in comparison, but a more detailed investigation of samples with defined contact
areas are necessary to precisely determine the electrical resistivity for the pseudo-γ aluminum
oxide film.
8.3.3.2. Electrical measurements from 80K to room temperature
To further analyze the electrical properties of the samples and the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide
film, temperature dependent resistance measurements were performed. Small pieces (10 mm
x 5 mm) of the samples were cut out and the WC substrate was thinned down to a few mm
to reduce the thermal mass of the samples. Using an optical cryostat, the temperature can be
controlled within a range of 80 K to 300 K (room temperature). To reduce the impact of the
exact contacting position, a small drop of silver paste was put on top of the samples. This leads
to an increased contacting area and a more homogeneous current flow in comparison to small
pin contacts as in Figure 8.5.
The electrical resistance was determined from the slope of the voltage and current pairs recorded
for a voltage sweep from −10 mV to 10 mV. In addition to all four samples of series 2, two
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reference samples were investigated: i) sample 1:S1S1 served as a reference sample for the
pseudo-γ aluminum oxide film and ii) sample 14:TiAlN for the TiAlN top layer.
Sample ID
Electrical resistance
at room temperature [Ω]
Relative increase
from 300 K to 80 K
1:S1S1 4.4 4.3
10:S2S1 57 1.8
11:S2S2 260 1.9
12:S2S3 230 1.8
13:S2S4 683 3.4
14:TiAlN 6.5 1.8
Table 8.5.: Room temperature resistance and relative resistance increase from room temperature to 80 K
for all small cryostat samples under investigation.
The electrical resistance at room temperature of the smaller cryostat samples is given in Table
8.5. In comparison to the full samples, the resistance is smaller due to the increased contacting
area, but the trend between the samples remains the same.
All samples are characterized by a negative temperature coefficient, i.e. the resistance increased
with decreasing temperature, see Table 8.5. Sample 1:S1S1 shows the highest increase in resis-
tance from 300 K to 80 K by a factor of 4.3. The smallest increase factor of 1.8 is observed for
the TiAlN reference sample 14:TiAlN. The resistance ratio obtained for each sample of series 2
ranged in between the values of the reference samples (1.8 for 14:TiAlN and 4.3 for 1:S1S1).
In consecutive cooling cycles, measurements proved to be reproducible on all samples of series
2 and the TiAlN reference sample, indicating a high mechanical stability of the layers. Sample
1:S1S1 differs from the former, since the sputtered Au contacts only lasted for the recording of
two cooling cycles, where measurements showed higher variation between each run.
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Figure 8.6.: Temperature dependent increase of electrical resistance of all samples. Error bars are ob-
tained from the linear fit to the voltage sweep. a) shows the resistance as measured, b)
shows the change in the resistance (normalized to resistance at 300K).
Since the contact area is not known, the analysis is focusing on the temperature dependency for
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all samples. For the plot in Figure 8.6, the temperature curves were divided by their resistance
value at 300K to show the relative increase of the electrical resistance.
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Figure 8.7.: Arrhenius plots of electrical conductance experimental data as well as obtained fit for all
samples: a) and b) shows reference samples 1:S1S1 and 14:TiAlN respectively, c) to f)
show samples 10:S2S1, 11:S2S2, 12:S2S3 and 13:S2S4.
Figure 8.7 shows Arrhenius plots (logarithmic scale for conductance vs inverse temperature)
for all samples. In case of a single crystalline semiconductor with thermally activated transport
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(i.e. thermally activated charge carriers) the temperature dependence of the resistivity can be
expressed as
ρ(T ) = ρ0 exp
(
Ea
kBT
)
(8.1)
where Ea is the activation energy of the charge carriers and kB Boltzmann constant.
In an Arrhenius plot, equation 8.1 results in a straight line with a slope of −Ea
kB
. But for poly-
crystalline semiconductors, not only the temperature dependence of the carrier density has to
be considered, but the temperature dependence of their mobility has to be taken into account as
well according to
1
ρ
= σ = n e µ (8.2)
where n is charge carrier density, e the carriers charge and µ the carrier mobility. Therefore, the
electrical resistance exhibits a curved shape in the Arrhenius plot [141, 142].
An overview of different models to explain this curvature can be found in [143]. Depending
on the underlying mechanism, the curvature yields information about the structure of the films,
depending on which model describes the curvature the best. The relevant models for this section
are presented in short in the following.
Fluctuation induced tunneling model
The fluctuation induced tunneling model is applicable for polycrystalline conductors, where
large metallic, internally connected clusters are separated by a thin insulating layer. The tem-
perature dependence of the fluctuation induced tunneling can be expressed as
ρ(T ) = B exp
(
T1
T + T0
)
(8.3)
where B is a constant and T1 and T0 are parameters linked to the barrier height, width and area
of the insulating layer between the conductive clusters [144].
Using this model, the temperature dependence of the reference sample 14:TiAlN was matched
very well, see Figure 8.7b and Table 8.6 for the fit parameters. Since resistance was measured
instead of resistivity, the constant B also contains the geometry factor (especially the unknown
contacting area).
The match of the fluctuating tunneling model for sample 14:TiAlN indicates that the TiAlN
layer consists of highly conductive, large grains, separated by insulating grain boundaries. This
is in agreement with results of Rachbauer et al. [145] for Ti0.46Al0.54N deposited by sputtering,
where they report on the elemental distribution within the grains. They show that in their struc-
ture, upon heating to 600 ◦C, spinodal decomposition takes place, where AlN accumulates at the
grain boundaries, leaving a TiN rich grain interior. AlN is known to have a very high electrical
resistivity (for cubic as well as for hexagonal configuration) of ρAlN > 1017 Ω cm [140, 146],
while TiN is a good electrical conductor with ρT iN ≈ 20 µΩ cm [140, 147].
In our case, chemical stochiometry of the film, deposited with HIPIMS, is Ti0.33Al0.67N. The
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Sample ID
a
[10−6 1
Ω
1
K ]
b
[103 K
3
2 ]
qΦ
[meV]
qσΦ
[meV]
H B
[Ω]
T1
[K]
T0
[K]
1:S1S1 Run01 60.5 8.6 85 23 3.7 - - -
1:S1S1 Run02 75.5 8.3 85 21 4.2 - - -
10:S2S1 16.5 5.4 76 47 1.6 0.29 231 125
11:S2S2 3.7 6.9 87 40 2.2 0.32 259 141
12:S2S3 8.4 8.5 87 28 3.1 0.51 213 142
13:S2S4 1.5 4.9 87 29 3.0 0.21 281 130
14:TiAlN - - - - - 0.53 281 144
Table 8.6.: Fit parameters for Kajikawa’s model (a, b, Φ and σΦ, see equation 8.6) and fluctuation in-
duced tunneling (B, T1 and T0, see equation 8.3) for all samples of series 2 and the reference
samples. The homogeneity factor H = ΦσΦ is given as well.
substrate was kept at 550 ◦C during deposition. The excess in aluminum (in comparison to the
structures of Rachbauer et al.) and the different, highly pulsed deposition technique could lead
to an accumulation of the AlN at the grain boundaries even at the slightly lower deposition tem-
perature.
This shows that temperature dependent measurement are capable to reveal structural properties
of the thin films. At 300 ◦C, the temperature coefficient of the electrical resistance of sample
14:TiAlN was determined to be −1.4× 10−3 1K . This is in good agreement with the results of
Park and Kim, who determined coefficients in the range of -1.1 to −0.7× 10−3 1K for radio fre-
quency magnetron sputtered Ti0.33Al0.67N films [148].
Inhomogeneous grain boundary models
Curved Arrhenius plot are a common observation for different TCO materials [149, 150, 151].
However, for reference sample 1:S1S1, the above model was not able to describe the curvature
in the Arrhenius plots.
In some reports, the temperature range is divided into smaller segments, where the curvature is
almost linear and a standard thermally activated transport model is fitted to each region. This
results in different activation energies for different temperature regions [152, 153].
Different approaches like variable range hopping were also used to model the curvature, but no
good agreement over a wide temperature range was found [143, 154]. Martin et al. tried a dif-
ferent approach to explain the curvature for TiO2 films based on the Werner model [141, 155].
The Werner model is based on the assumption, that the potential barrier at the grain boundary is
not constant, but fluctuates spatially along the boundary, following a Gaussian distribution with
mean barrier height Φ and the standard deviation σΦ[141].
Under the assumption that the mean barrier height is either independent (temperature coefficient
αΦ = 0) or linearly dependent (αΦ > 0) on the temperature
Φ(T ) = Φ(T = 0) + αΦ T, (8.4)
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the Werner model describes the electrical resistivity of a polycrystalline semiconductor as
ρ(T ) =
ρ0
T
exp
(
q (Φ(T = 0)− αΦ T )
kB T
−
(
q σΦ√
2 kB T
)2)
(8.5)
where q is the carriers charge and ρ0 and additional fit parameter [141].
Using this model, Martin et al. achieved a good fit of the curvature in the Arrhenius plot for
TiO2 over the full measured temperature range [155]. Werner himself used data from Ueda et al.
on MgIn2O4 to model the temperature dependent behavior [141, 156]. Their derived parameters
are given in Table 8.7.
Material qΦ [meV] qσΦ [meV] H Model used Data from Ref Fit in Ref
TiO2 83 29 2.9 Werner [155] [155]
TiO2 113 40 2.8 Werner [155] [155]
MgIn2O4 71 21 3.4 Werner [156] [141]
ZnO 275 34 3.4 Kajikawa [157] [142]
ZnO 185 65 1.4 Kajikawa [157] [142]
ZnO 250 95 1.1 Kajikawa [157] [142]
WO3 160 42 2.9 Kajikawa [158] [142]
WO3 95 39 0.9 Kajikawa [158] [142]
Table 8.7.: Fit parameters for Werner’s and Kajikawa’s models as well as the homogeneity factor H =
Φ
σΦ
for different conductive oxides in literature.
To investigate structural properties of the samples, Werner proposed the ratio of the mean bar-
rier height to the barrier fluctuations as a measure for the homogeneity of the sample (a higher
value representing a more homogeneous sample). The homogeneity is given in Table 8.7 as
well.
One drawback of the Werner model is that the mean potential barrier height (first part in the
exponent in equation 8.5) can become negative as the temperature dependent term is dominant
for low temperatures.
To avoid a negative effective barrier in the model, Kajikawa et al. modified Werner’s model,
leaving out its restricting assumptions. This leads to a integral expression for the conductivity
that has to be evaluated numerically
1
ρ(T )
= a
T
σΦ
∫ ∞
0
exp
(
−(Φ− Φ)
2
2 σ2Φ
)(
q Φ
kB T
f (Φ,ξ) +F0
(
ξ − qΦ
kbT
))
dΦ (8.6)
where a is a fit parameter, Fi the i-th order Fermi-Dirac integral, f(Φ,ξ) the Fermi-Dirac dis-
tribution
f(Φ,ξ) =
1
1 + exp
(
q Φ
kB T
− ξ
) (8.7)
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and ξ is the reduced Fermi level
b = T
3
2F 1
2
(ξ) (8.8)
that has to be adjusted numerically via a second fit parameter b [142].Together with the poten-
tial barrier parameters Φ and σΦ, four fit parameters are needed to adjust Kajikawa’s model to
experimental data.
Kajikawa used his model to fit the data reported by Roth and Williams [157] on ZnO and Re-
gragui et al. on WO3 [158]. The obtained fit parameters for the barrier parameters are again
given in Table 8.7. In contrast to Regragui’s original paper, where a combination of Werner’s
as well as a tunneling model was necessary to explain the curvature over a wide temperature
range, Kajikawa’s model was able to fit the whole range [142].
Kajikawa’s Model was successfully applied to fit the temperature dependence of the electrical
resistance of the reference sample 1:S1S1, see Figure 8.7a and Table 8.6 for the fit parameters.
For all samples of series 2, the sum of equations 8.3 and 8.6 (corresponding to both films con-
nected in series) provided a great fit for all four samples across the whole temperature range, see
Figure 8.7. The parameters derived from the combined fit series 2 samples show good agree-
ment with the values obtained for the respective reference samples 1:S1S1 and 14:TiAlN.
In Table 8.6, the derived potential barrier parameters of different conductive oxides are given,
derived from Werner’s and Kajikawa’s model respectively. The values obtained for pseudo-γ
aluminum oxide are close to the reported values for different conductive oxides, see Table 8.7.
The homogeneity factor is in the range of 1.6 to 3.1 for the series 2 samples and 3.7 (4.2) for
run 1 (run 2) of the reference sample.
Within samples of series 2, the fluctuation of the barrier height appears to be smaller for thin
layers of pseudo-γ aluminum oxide. This is corresponding to the qualitative chemical analysis
in the previous section. All samples showed a high Ar content at the interface to the WC sub-
strate. But only in thicker aluminum oxide films, a second phase with lower Ar content was
observed, see also chapter 9. In case of two different layers with different granular structure,
the homogeneity factor is expected to be lower as it is seen for sample 10:S2S1, where the layer
thickness of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide film is the highest.
These results illustrate that it is in fact possible to get structural information out of temperature
dependent electrical measurements. By determining the right model to explain the curvature
of the Arrhenius plot, it is possible to get information about the homogeneity of the sample (in
case of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide films), but also about the chemical distribution within the
grains in case of the TiAlN layers. In addition, it is also possible to get this information out of
multilayer structure. This is especially helpful in case of single thin films or multilayer struc-
tures with individual thickness below 500 nm, where SEM EDX as well as XRD are pushed to
their limit.
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8.4. Conclusion
Cemented tungsten carbide (WC) is a widely used material for cutting tools. To avoid oxidation,
WC tools can be covered with a protective layer. Here, pseudo-γ aluminum oxide, recently dis-
covered to be a transparent conductive oxide, and TiAlN was deposited on top of WC substrate.
In case of multilayer structures with layer thickness in the range of hundreds of nanometer,
application of standard structural investigation techniques such as x-ray diffraction and SEM
EDX is limited by their poor peak intensity and lateral resolution (approx. 1 µm in case of SEM
EDX). Still, structural information is elementary for establishing a structure-property correla-
tion and for a deeper understanding of the investigated structures.
In this chapter, it was shown that temperature dependent electrical measurements are a capa-
ble tool to probe structural properties of conductive thin films. By carefully choosing the right
model to fit the temperature dependence of the electrical resistance, it was possible to investi-
gate the sample homogeneity (in case of pseudo-γ aluminum oxide films) as well as the granular
structure and qualitative elemental distribution within TiAlN films.
Especially, it was shown that by applying such structure-property correlation to multilayer struc-
tures, it is also possible to get structural information of individual films. This provides an im-
portant tool for further investigation on the electrical properties of pseudo-γ aluminum oxide.

9. Pseudo-γ aluminum oxide thin films on SiO2
substrate
9.1. Introduction
The standard-γ aluminum oxide phase is well known and was investigated in-depth through
utilization of various characterization techniques [21, 49, 52, 55, 60, 159, 160]. However, the
exact structure is still unknown. The commonly accepted unit cell is the Mn2O4 spinel, where
the Mg atoms are replaced by Al atoms. To achieve Al2O3 stochiometry, only 21 Al ions are
available per unit cell to fill 24 cation positions, resulting in cation vacancies [49]. This leads
to partially unoccupied sub lattices of the tetrahedral (8a) and octahedral (16d) coordinated alu-
minum sublattice. Various experimental approaches lead to different interpretations, which Al
sublattice is affected the most by the inevitable disorder [21, 49, 55].
Pseudo-γ aluminum oxide was introduced in 2011 by Engelhart et al. and the results of struc-
tural investigations are even harder to interpret in comparison to standard-γ aluminum oxide
[56]. In terms of electron diffraction in TEM and x-ray diffraction, it is most similar to the γ
aluminum oxide phase. But in contrast, pseudo-γ aluminum oxide shows high Ar mole fraction,
crystalline and amorphous character in TEM diffraction and even worse x-ray diffractograms in
terms of number and intensity of visible peaks [56].
In the previous chapters, the impact of Ar on the structural parameters of the pseudo-γ alu-
minum oxide phase in terms of hardness and lattice spacings were investigated 6.
The most outstanding property of pseudo-γ aluminum oxide in comparison to other aluminum
oxide phases is the fact that it is a transparent conductive oxide, see chapters 7 and 8.
The incorporation of Ar apparently leads to structural changes, creating the possibility for cur-
rent transport. During the deposition of γ aluminum oxide, Ar is often used as a sputtering
gas, but other groups do not report on Ar within their structure [45, 47, 54]. Recently, Zhou
reported on HIPIMS deposited aluminum oxide using argon and oxygen as sputtering gases, but
again no Ar was found in the aluminum oxide phase[161]. This highlights the importance of
the sputtering deposition technique to actually incorporate Ar into the aluminum oxide phases
and achieve pseudo-γ aluminum oxide.
Incorporation of noble gas atoms into crystalline structures has been investigated for a long
time. But only few publications deal with the effect of noble gas incorporation on the electronic
structure of the material. Tkachev showed with photoluminescence and cathodulimenescence
experiments that noble gas atoms incorporated in Si and Diamond leads to the creation of deep
impurity states and initiates the appearance of a number of bands [162, 163]. They concluded
that the compression of the noble gas atoms electron shells by the host material enables the
formation of chemical bonds between the noble gas atoms and the host lattice. This experimen-
tal work is supported by Gagarin et al., who used an theoretical scattered- wave approach and
reported the possibility of chemical bonds between the noble gas atoms with the crystal lattice
[164].
Since then, mostly theoretical work and simulations dealt with the effect of noble gas incorpo-
ration. But due to the different limitations of the various models the simulations were based
on, no universally valid model was derived. For the case of interstitial noble gas atoms, various
publications tried to model the effect on the electronic structure of the host material.
Wood et al. reported that incorporation of noble gas atoms can have an effect on the directness
of the band gap of zinc blende semiconductors, using a self-consistent local-density approxi-
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mation (LDA) pseudopotential total-energy method [165]. Estreicher et al. performed ab initio
Hartree Fock calculations and found that interstitial noble gas atoms within an Si crystal show
no electrical activity themselves, but their effect on the lattice relaxations around the noble gas
atoms leads to the narrowing of the gap [166].
Chacham et al. used the Watson sphere terminated cluster model and found that interstitial no-
ble gas atoms induce empty shallow levels close to the bottom of the conduction band of Si.
In comparison to the defect spinel structure of pseudo-γ aluminum oxide, the impact of noble
atoms located in vacancies is especially of interest. Mudryi et al. performed extended Hückel
theory calculations and showed that noble gas atoms in divacancy centers can lead to local lev-
els in the forbidden band gap of Si due to their effect of the surrounding host crystal [167].
While the stable character of noble gas atoms in divacancy centres was confirmed by differ-
ent groups using Hartree Fock and density functional theory calculations [166, 168, 169], the
role of monovacancies remain unclear (repellent to noble gas atoms [166] or stable positions
[168, 169]).
To fully understand the role of Ar in creating a conductive aluminum oxide phase, the structural
properties need to be investigated further. In this chapter, the results of detailed TEM imaging,
diffraction and analytical investigations on pseudo-γ aluminum oxide samples in cross-section
are reported. Samples were deposited on standard WC substrates as in previous chapters, but
also on SiO2 to investigate the possibility to transfer the conductive pseudo-γ aluminum oxide
phase on different substrate for possible future applications.
9.2. Experimental procedure
9.2.1. Film deposition and dual magnetron sputtering
For this chapter, both subsets of series 4 (pseudo-γ alumiona on WC and SiO2 substrate) were
used. More details about the deposition process is given in section 2.2.3 and in Table 2.4.
Different deposition bias voltages were used to analyze their effect on the pseudo-γ aluminum
oxide structure, −125 V for sample 8:S4S1 and −90 V for 9:S4S2. For future applications as a
TCO, the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide films need to deposited onto different substrates.
Sample ID Batch
HV
[Vickers]
Deposition
bias [V] Substrate
Thickness of
Al2O3 Film [nm]
8:S4S1:WC 6 2435 -125 WC 1060 ± 60
8:S4S1:SiO2 6 - -125 SiO2 1010 ± 88
9:S4S2:WC 7 2930 -90 WC 1040 ± 40
9:S4S2:SiO2 7 - -90 SiO2 1054 ± 111
Table 9.1.: Sample information for series 4 samples. Mechanical properties were only determined for
samples with WC substrate, film thickness was determined in the SEM.
Therefore, two different substrates were used. Standard mirror polished cemented tungsten car-
bide substrates (as were used for samples investigated in chapters 6, 7 and 8) to act as reference
samples, as well as insulating SiO2 substrates to investigate the possibility to adapt the deposi-
tion process for new substrates.
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An overview of all samples is given in Table 9.1. Film thickness was measured in the SEM. For
samples with WC substrate, good contrast between the WC substrate and the aluminum oxide
film allows for reproducible determination of the samples thickness. In case of SiO2 substrates,
the contrast between the substrate and the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide film in the SEM images is
poor, resulting in a higher uncertainty in the determined film thickness.
9.2.2. X- ray diffraction
Structural characterization of pseudo-γ aluminum oxide films of all samples was performed to
analyze possible differences depending on the substrate.
X-ray diffractograms were acquired in grazing incidence mode using Cu-Kα radiation. For
more details on the instrumental setup, see 6.3.1. Peak positions were determined using peak
deconvolution for the samples with WC substrate (due to overlap of the (400) pseudo-γ peak
and the (101) WC substrate peak). In all cases, nonlinear background subtraction in combina-
tion with a fit to the peak profile was performed.
Qualitative energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy was performed in cross-section as well as in
plan-view for all samples. In plan-view, acceleration voltage was set to 12 kV so that the ex-
citation volume is probing the aluminum oxide film, but not the substrate. In cross-section,
acceleration voltage was set to 10 kV and the electron beam was positioned in the middle of the
film to enhance the overlap of the excitation volume with the aluminum oxide film.
9.3. Results and discussion
9.3.1. Structrual investigation by XRD and SEM
In the previous analysis of samples with tungsten carbide substrate, x-ray diffraction in grazing
incidence geometry proved to be a valuable tool to reveal distinct features of the pseudo-γ
aluminum oxide phase. In comparison to standard-γ aluminum oxide, only few, broad peaks
are visible with low intensity (see also section 6.2.2).
It was also possible to analyze the influence of incorporated argon on the crystal structure, i.e.
the lattice constant and hardness of the pseudo-γ film. However, one difficulty in the analysis
of the x-ray diffractograms stem from high intensity peaks related to the WC substrate, partly
overlapping with peaks originating from the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide phase.
For samples on SiO2 substrates, no peaks are expected due to the amorphous structure of the
silicon oxide, highlighting the peaks of the pseudo-γ film.
Figure 9.1 shows the x-ray diffractograms for samples 8:S4S1 and 9:S4S2 on both substrates.
Both the (400) and (440) peaks of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide film are visible in all spectra,
independent of the substrate material. Notably, even in diffractograms for SiO2 substrates, no
additional peaks of the aluminum oxide film can be identified. This is again in contrast to the
results of Zhou and Synder, who reported three peaks ((220), (311) and (222)) close to 2θ = 35 °
for standard-γ aluminum oxide [49].
Peak positions of the pseudo-γ (400) peak were fitted with nonlinear background subtraction
and peak deconvolution for WC substrates, as well as for SiO2. The results are given in Table
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Figure 9.1.: Xrd diffractograms a) for samples 8:S4S1 on WC and SiO2 substrates and b) for sample
9:S4S2 on both substrates in grazing incidence mode.
9.2, showing that the peak position is closer within the same batch as between different batches.
In terms of x-ray diffractograms, the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide films show the same features,
independent of the substrates the films are deposited on. These results highlight once again the
differences of pseudo-γ to standard-γ as reported in [49]. Remarkably, Sridharan et al. report
similar results on standard-γ aluminum oxide films deposited by refractive magnetron sputter-
ing on Si substrates, using Ar and O as sputtering gases [61]. They did identify a peak close to
35°, but much smaller in intensity compared to (400) and (440) peaks. This indicates that their
structure is in fact much closer to pseudo-γ aluminum oxide instead of standard-γ aluminum
oxide. Unfortunately, they do not report quantitative chemical analysis of the Ar mole fraction.
Sample ID 2θ400[°] d400 [Å]
Peak-to-background
ratio
8:S4S1:WC 45.52 ± 0.03 1.993 ± 0.001 1.7
8:S4S1:SiO2 45.76 ± 0.13 1.983 ± 0.005 0.4
9:S4S2:WC 45.21 ± 0.03 2.006 ± 0.001 1.9
9:S4S2:SiO2 45.28 ± 0.06 2.003 ± 0.003 0.8
Table 9.2.: 2θ and the calculated d values (for the Cu-Kα Line) for all samples of series 4 on both
substrates.
To further investigate similarities of samples with different substrates, qualitative SEM EDX in-
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vestigation was performed for cross-section and plan-view samples, as well as qualitative lines-
cans in cross-section. In plan-view, acceleration voltage was adjusted such that the excitation
volume penetrates the entire film (i.e. until a substrate peak is visible in the EDX spectrum)
and set to 12 kV. In cross-section, acceleration voltage was set to 10 kV and the beam was
positioned in the middle of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide film to enhance the overlap of the
excitation volume with the film. For every sample, the measurement was taken at different po-
sitions (for cross-section as well as for plan-view) and the results were averaged. The results of
the quantitative chemical analysis is given in Table 9.3.
Sample ID Type Al [at%] O [at%] Ar [at%]
Al to Ar
ratio
8:S4S1:WC PV 32.50 ± 0.46 66.30 ± 0.56 1.19 ± 0.12 27.3
CS 31.33 ± 0.27 67.24 ± 0.74 1.43 ± 0.27 21.9
8:S4S1:SiO2 PV 32.79 ± 0.56 65.91 ± 0.63 1.29 ± 0.14 25.4
CS 30.72 ± 0.34 68.06 ± 0.41 1.23 ± 0.55 25.0
9:S4S2:WC PV 32.54 ± 1.31 65.38 ± 1.44 2.07 ± 0.19 15.7
CS 29.24 ± 0.06 68.80 ± 0.12 1.96 ± 0.06 14.9
9:S4S2:SiO2 PV 32.71 ± 0.29 65.08 ± 0.31 2.21 ± 0.11 14.8
CS 31.22 ± 0.28 66.89 ± 0.32 1.89 ± 0.11 16.5
Table 9.3.: Quantitative SEM EDX analysis in cross-section (CS) and plan-view (PV) for all samples of
series 4 with Al, O and Ar mole fractions included in the analysis.
Samples 9:S4S2 show higher Ar mole fractions as compared to samples 8:S4S1. Again, the
differences between batches are higher than within a batch. For SiO2 samples, the Ar mole
fraction are slightly higher than the corresponding WC sample in plan-view, but slightly lower
in cross-section, see Figure 9.2.
Qualitative linescans on samples with tungsten carbide substrates revealed characteristic line
profiles for the argon content: a sharp increase of Ar content at interface to WC substrate, max-
imum content close to interface to WC substrate, smaller Ar content in rest of the film. The
linescans for all samples of series 4 are given in the Appendix A.
In terms of chemical analysis, samples with SiO2 reproduce the characteristics of the samples
with WC substrate. The same specific line profile is observed after the maximum close to the
substrate to pseudo-γ interface for samples 8:S4S1:WC and 9:S4S2:WC. For samples 8:S4S1,
independent of the substrate, the Ar line profile is decreasing almost linearly towards the upper
end (i.e. interface to air) of the film. In contrast, samples 9:S4S2 on both substrates show a
plateau of a higher Ar content before a sharp decrease at the upper end appears.
These differences in the line profile also explain the higher standard deviation in the Ar mole
fraction for cross-section analysis of samples 8:S4S1 in Table 9.3. In case of a higher gradient
in the Ar profile, the determined Ar mole fraction from a point scan is much more sensitive
to the exact beam position within the film. Even small deviations of tens of nanometers in the
beam position can result in measurable changes in the determined Ar mole fraction, leading to
a higher fluctuation for multiple measurements and therefore a higher standard deviation.
All characterization carried out for samples with different substrates show that the pseudo-γ alu-
minum oxide phase is forming independently of the substrate. Structural (lattice spacings from
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Figure 9.2.: Correlation diagram for Ar mole fraction determined in the SEM by quantitative EDX
analysis in plan-view and cross-section.
x-ray diffraction) and chemical (qualitative and quantitative) results are almost identical for
samples of the same batch (and different substrate) and differ for samples of different batches.
Even specific chemical characteristics such as the Ar lineprofile is reproduced by samples on
SiO2 substrates in comparison to samples with WC substrates.
This illustrates, that the transfer to a non-conductive substrate is possible and that investigations
on the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide film are independent on the substrate material.
9.3.2. Structrual investigation by TEM
9.3.2.1. Bright-field imaging
TEM samples were prepared for 8:S4S1:SiO2 and 9:S4S2:SiO2 in cross-section by conven-
tional grinding and polishing steps. For more information on the sample preparation and the
acquisition conditions, see section 3. Bright- and dark-field images were acquired using energy
filtering.
Figure 9.3 shows bright-field images of both samples at 20k magnification. The images are
rotated such that the substrate is at the bottom of the image. The pseudo-γ aluminum oxide film
appears to have a twofold structure for both samples: i) a multilayer structure at the interface to
the SiO2 substrate (approx. 250 nm-600 nm thick, see Table 9.4) and ii) a granular structure on
top.
The multilayer structure is shown in high magnification in Figure 9.3 for both samples. In
addition to wider stripes (36 nm for 8:S4S1:SiO2 and 42 nm for 9:S4S2:SiO2) already visible
for 20k magnifications, the high magnification images reveal additional smaller linear features
(approx. 4-5 nm) within the wider stripes, see also Table 9.4.
In case of sample 8:S4S1:SiO2, the multilayer structure appears to be interrupted by granular
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Figure 9.3.: TEM bright-field images for 8:S4S1:SiO2 (a,b) and 9:S4S2:SiO2 (c,d) at 20k (a,c) and 50k
(b,d) magnification in cross-section. The images are orientated such that the substrate is at
the bottom of the image.
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regions, leading to a zig-zag interface to the upper granular region of the pseudo-γ film. This
is different for sample 9:S4S2:SiO2, where the interface between the multilayer and granular
region appears smooth and parallel to the SiO2-pseudo-γ interface.
9.3.2.2. Electron diffraction and dark-field imaging
To further analyze the crystal structure, diffraction patterns were acquired for both samples us-
ing a 700 nm selective area aperture, see Figure 9.4. In agreement with results on pseudo-γ
aluminum oxide by Engelhart et al., the diffraction patterns show amorphous and crystalline
features simultaneously [56]. For lattice spacings d>2 Å, no crystalline spots are visible and
only an amorphous ring remains.
No crystalline spots are seen for reflections of (220), (311) and (222) of γ aluminum oxide. In
case of smaller lattice spacings, especially (400) and (440) reflections, crystalline spots with
high intensities can be seen.
For sample 9:S4S2:SiO2, the crystalline spots of (400) and (440) show features of texture, i.e.
similar orientation of the pseudo-γ grains. Whereas for sample 8:S4S1:SiO2, the crystalline
spots are distributed randomly along the (400) and (440) circles, indicating random orientation
of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide grains.
Dark-field images were acquired using the (400) ring for both samples. Only for sample
9:S4S2:SiO2 the intensity in the (440) ring was high enough to acquire dark-field images, see
Figure 9.4.
Sample ID
Multilayer
thickness [nm]
Grain size
horiz. [nm]
Grain size
vert. [nm]
Multilayer
coarse [nm]
Multilayer
fine [nm]
8:S4S1:SiO2 250 - 600 27 ± 13 80 ± 20 36 ± 1 4.0 ± 0.1
9:S4S2:SiO2 220 65 ± 17 545 ± 241 42 ± 1 5.2 ± 0.1
Table 9.4.: Measurements of typical features (multilayer dimension and grain sizes) for samples
8:S4S1:SiO2 and 9:S4S2:SiO2 in TEM bright-field images.
Sample 8:S4S1:SiO2 exhibits a micro-granular structure for the upper part of the film with small
grain dimensions of 27 nm ± 13 nm horizontally and 80 nm ± 20 nm vertically, see also Table
9.4. In contrast, sample 9:S4S2:SiO2 shows larger, columnar type grains spanning almost all
across the film from the interface to the multilayer part to the top of the film, see Table 9.4.
In both samples, small grains can be seen within the multilayer structure in DF images.
To further analyze the crystal structure, diffraction patterns were acquired for both samples with
the selective area aperture centred at the multilayer structure as well as centered in the granular,
upper region of the pseudo-γ film. Radial intensity patterns were generated out of these diffrac-
tion patterns to reveal additional information within the amorphous ring, see Figure 9.5.
The radial intensity profiles feature high, sharp peaks for (400) and (440) and otherwise small
peaks. Even for sample 9:S4S2:SiO2, where large grains are visible in the dark-field images,
the amorphous, broad appearance of (220) is still clearly identified.
This illustrates once more that no amorphous regions lead to the high background for d>2 Å
in the electron diffraction patterns, a characteristic feature of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide
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Figure 9.4.: a) (400) dark-field image for sample 8:S4S1:SiO2 in cross-section and b) the corresponding
diffraction pattern. c and e) show (400) and (440) dark-field images for sample 9:S4S2:SiO2
in cross-section and d) the corresponding diffraction pattern.
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Figure 9.5.: Radial intensity profiles of diffraction patterns for samples a) 8:S4S1:SiO2 and
c) 9:S4S2:SiO2. b) and d) show peak deconvolution fits for peaks (220), (311) and (222)
for both samples.
structure. Sridharan et al. also experienced an amorphous background during their TEM in-
vestigation, see [61]. They concluded that the amorphous background is not originating from
amorphous regions but is linked to the granular structure.
In radial intensity profiles, the amorphous ring can be broken down to contributions from a
broad (220) reflection and small, but visible peaks corresponding to (311) and (222) reflections,
see Figure 9.5. In previous investigations of Engelhart et al., especially the (222) reflection was
not seen. However, the intensity is still much lower as expected for standard-γ aluminum oxide,
see [49].
To investigate the disorder, Engelhart et al. calculated the electron diffraction intensities of the
Al and O sublattice for the γ Al2O3 spinel [56]. Snyder et al. report on the diffraction intensity
for XRD, see [49]. Every sublattice shows different contributions to the intensities of various
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peaks, therefore providing a link between peak intensity and sublattice ordering.
In electron and x-ray diffraction, only the 8a Al sublattice contributes to the (220) reflection. In
Figure 9.5, the (220) peak is very broad but clearly visible. For XRD measurements on
γ aluminum oxide, Snyder et al. also report a broad, but clearly visible peak [49]. This shows
that the 8a Al sublattice is populated, but disordered, leading to broadening of the peak.
The second possible configuration for Al in the Mg2O4 spinel is the octahedral 16d position.
According to the electron diffraction intensities of Engelhart, the (311) reflection mostly origi-
nates from the 16d sublattice. The (222) reflection has contributions from the 16d Al sublattice
as well as from the oxygen sublattice. Both peaks are much lower in intensities in comparison
to the results of Snyder. This shows that both Al sublattices are disordered for the pseudo-γ
aluminum oxide phase.
In the case of oxygen, the 32e sublattice contributes to the (220) peak (but out of phase in com-
parison to the 16d Al sublattice), and dominates the (440)and (400) peaks in XRD as well as in
electron diffraction.
Of all visible peaks in the radial intensity profiles, the (400) and (440) peaks exhibit the sharpest
profile. Therefore, the oxygen sublattice appears to have the highest order in comparison to the
two Al sublattices. In x-ray diffractograms however, these peaks appear also very broad, lead-
ing to the conclusion that the O sublattice also experiences disorder to some degree. These
results lead to the conclusion, that pseudo-γ aluminum oxide is in fact similar to γ aluminum
oxide in regard of the unit cell, but differs in terms of the lattice disorder: (i) all sublattices
are disordered in pseudo-γ aluminum oxide and (ii) no sharp peak is seen for d>2 Å. This is
in contrast to standard-γ aluminum oxide, where the (222) peak is still sharp and the O lattice
appears to be well ordered [49].
The (400) and (440) peak locations were used to determine the lattice constant of the pseudo-γ
film (see Table 9.5). Notably, no differences for the top and the bottom part were observed, but
the shift in between samples is in agreement with results of the XRD measurement (see Table
9.5).
Therefore, despite the small intensities and broad peaks in XRD, valid conclusions about the
crystal structure of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide films can be drawn. The investigation of
the columnar structure of sample 9:S4S2:SiO2 in comparison to the micro-granular structure
of sample 8:S4S1:SiO2 is important for understanding the mechanical (i.e. hardness) proper-
ties of the samples. In chapter 8, the importance of the grain boundaries for understanding
the electrical properties was investigated. Therefore, microstructural analysis is crucial to fully
understand the electrical properties of pseudo-γ aluminum oxide thin films.
Sample ID
Lattice constant
by TEM [Å]
Lattice constant
by XRD [Å]
8:S4S1:WC - 7.972 ± 0.004
8:S4S1:SiO2 7.917 ± 0.001 7.932 ± 0.020
9:S4S2:WC - 8.024 ± 0.004
9:S4S2:SiO2 7.932 ± 0.001 8.012 ± 0.012
Table 9.5.: Lattice constants of pseudo-γ determined by XRD and TEM diffraction patterns.
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9.3.2.3. Quantitative EDX in TEM
Quantitative TEM EDX measurements were performed for both samples to further determine
the role of Ar in the formation of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide phase. The probe size was
set to 50 nm for thin and to 80 nm for thicker specimen areas. The quantitative analysis was
performed according to the Cliff Lorimer method, see also section 3.3.5.2 and Table 3.5 for the
k-factors used in the analysis [82].
Multiple spectra were acquired across the film as marked in Figure 9.6, the results of the quan-
titative analysis (including O, Ar and Al) are given in Table 9.6.
For both samples, the multilayer structure at the interface to the substrates shows the highest Ar
mole fractions up to 7.21 at% for sample 8:S4S2:SiO2 and 10.62 at% for sample 9:S4S2:SiO2.
This is in agreement with the SEM EDX linescans, where the highest Ar content was always
found at the interface to the substrate.
The Ar mole fraction varies within the granular region for both samples. Sample 8:S4S1:SiO2
with microgranular structure shows low Ar fractions ranging from 0.44 at% to 3.74 at%, grad-
ually decreasing towards the top of the film. Again, this corresponds to the qualitative SEM
EDX linescans, where for sample 8:S4S1 the Ar line profile dropped to lower values after the
maximum at the substrate to film interface.
Sample ID Position Al [at%] O [at%] Ar [at%]
Al to Ar
ratio
8:S4S1:SiO2 Area 1 1 43.99 55.57 0.44 100.0
2 43.43 55.07 1.50 29.0
3 44.06 53.91 2.03 21.7
4 43.50 52.77 3.73 11.7
5 42.27 50.52 7.21 5.9
8:S4S1:SiO2 Area 2 1 42.16 57.07 0.77 54.8
2 42.38 56.81 0.81 52.3
3 42.98 55.77 1.25 34.4
4 43.38 53.39 3.23 13.4
5 41.77 51.38 6.85 6.1
9:S4S2:SiO2 Area 1 1 44.03 53.31 2.66 16.6
2 43.59 53.72 2.69 16.2
3 43.84 53.51 2.65 16.5
4 43.84 53.59 2.57 17.1
5 40.45 48.93 10.62 3.8
9:S4S2:SiO2 Area 2 1 42.66 55.03 2.31 18.5
2 40.93 56.69 2.38 17.2
3 41.24 56.22 2.54 16.2
4 42.30 55.62 2.08 20.3
5 39.65 50.41 9.94 4.0
Table 9.6.: Results of quantitative chemical analysis in the TEM for samples 8:S4S1:SiO2 and
9:S4S2:SiO2. The acquisition positions are marked in Figure 9.6
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Figure 9.6.: TEM EDX acquisition locations for samples 8:S4S1:SiO2 (thin a) and thick b) sample area)
and c) 9:S4S2:SiO2 (in cross-section). The results of the quantitative analysis is given in
Table 9.6.
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In sample 9:S4S2:SiO2, the Ar mole fraction of the granular region is smaller than in the mul-
tilayer region, but higher in comparison to sample 8:S4S1:SiO2 with Ar mole fractions in the
range of 2.08 at% to 2.69 at%. In addition, the Ar mole fraction is homogeneous within the full
granular part of the film and no gradient towards the top of the film is detected. Once more,
this in good agreement with the qualitative linescans in SEM EDX, where the Ar line profile
showed a higher plateau for the region next to the maximum at the interface.
Figure 9.7 shows correlation diagrams of the Ar mole fraction against the Al mole fraction as
well as the O mole fraction. In both cases, a negative correlation is seen.
For the microgranular structure of sample 8:S4S1:SiO2, the gradual decrease in the Ar content
towards the top of the film is accompanied in a gradually increasing O content. For Al, there
seems to be two different branches for sample 8:S4S1:SiO2, where some measurements show
only small changes in the Ar content with increasing Al content and others show an decrease in
the Ar content when the Al content is increased.
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Figure 9.7.: Correlation diagrams for the determined Ar mole fraction to a) the Al mole fraction and
b) the O mole fraction.
The inset in Figure 9.7a highlights the correlation for sample 9:S4S2:SiO2. The correlation is
small, but positive in case of Al and negative in case of O. Strong changes occur as soon as the
Ar mole fraction increases beyond 3 at%. To some degree, the Ar atoms can fill the vacancies
within the defect spinel structure with only small changes to the overall structure. When more
Ar atoms are introduced to the structure, the atoms are replacing O as well as Al atoms from
their position within the crystal structure.
In general, TEM EDX point scans confirm the linescans taken in the SEM: i) highest mole frac-
tions at the interface to the substrate and ii) lower (but different for each sample) values for rest
of film. Together with TEM bright-field images, the different Ar mole fractions can be linked
to structural features of the film.
The higher Ar mole fraction in sample 9:S4S2:SiO2 with larger grains (and therefore less grain
boundaries) shows that the Ar is not accumulated in between grains in an amorphous region,
but is incorporated into the grains.
In section 6.3.2, a higher Ar mole fraction of ≈2.2 at % (determined by SEM EDX) was suc-
cessfully linked to the mechanical properties of the samples (i.e. hardness), where higher mole
fraction correlated with higher hardness. Bright-field images, in conjunction with TEM EDX
measurements, indicate that the granular structure of sample 9:S4S2:SiO2 is linked to the op-
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timal argon mole fraction and is therefore important for achieving high sample hardness. The
role of the multilayer structure has to be investigated further using additional samples to fully
understand the role of this structure and its interface to the granular region to the structural and
electrical properties.
9.3.2.4. Electron energy loss spectroscopy
Electron energy loss spectra were acquired for all samples at the multilayer and granular part of
the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide films of both samples. Figure 9.8 shows the low loss spectra for
both samples and both areas.
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Figure 9.8.: Low loss EELS spectra for samples (a,b) 8:S4S1:SiO2 and (c,d) 9:S4S2:SiO2, acquired at
the (a,c) bottom and the (b,d) top of both samples.
At low energies, energy loss is due to excitation of collective electron oscillations (plasmons).
The plasmon frequency depends on the free electron density, their effective mass and is an ef-
fective as well as sensitive tool for fingerprinting different phases. The determined plasmon
frequency is slightly different for both samples, while for both cases the lower frequency was
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observed for the multilayer structure (see Figure 9.8). This indicates differences in the elec-
tronic structure of the multilayer and the granular part of the pseudo-γ film.
In the literature, different values for the plasmon energy are reported for different aluminum
oxide phases, ranging from 22 eV for standard-γ by Strara et al. [170] and 26 eV for standard-γ
as well as α aluminum oxide by French et al. [171]. For pseudo-γ aluminum oxide, Engelhart
et al. reported 26.1 eV for the plasmon energy. All values determined for samples 8:S4S1:SiO2
and 9:S4S2:SiO2 are in between the reported values.
At higher electron loss energies, absorption edges of the present elements can be seen for alu-
minum (Al L2,3) oxygen (O K). The shape of the absorption edge is characteristic for the elec-
tronic structure and depends for each element on their coordination and bonds within the crystal
structure.
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Figure 9.9.: Electron core loss spectra for (a,c) Al L2,3 and (b,d) O K edges for both samples (a,b)
8:S4S1:SiO2 and c,d 9:S4S2:SiO2 acquired in the TEM.
Bouchet et al. give a comparative overview of the shape of the Al L2,3 edge for α, γ and amor-
phous aluminum oxide phases [172]. The recorded core loss spectra for both samples is shown
in Figure 9.9. The closest resemblance can be seen for γ aluminum oxide, whereas the spectra
of amorphous aluminum oxide shows a significantly higher intensity in the peak close to 97 eV
that is not seen for samples 8:S4S1:SiO2 and 9:S4S2:SiO2.
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Hansen et al. did a comparative study of the shape of the Al L2,3 edge depending on the coor-
dination of the Al in silicate structures [87]. The recorded spectra for both samples are more
similar for tetrahedral coordination (corresponding to the 8a sublattice) than for octahedral co-
ordination (corresponding to the 16d sublattice). This indicates a higher disorder for the 16d
sublattice in comparison to the 8a sublattice.
Figure 9.9 shows the core loss spectra of the O K line for both samples. Again, the shape is
characteristic for the type of bonds the O atoms form to the surrounding atoms in the crystal
structure. Grunes et al. give an overview of the shape in different metal oxides [86], Nyquist et
al. report on the edge shape for oxygen in different types of spinel structures [173].
For aluminum oxide oxides, the shape of the O K line does not differ strongly for α (as reported
by Kaneko et al. [174]), γ (see Borisevich et al. [175]) as well as pseudo-γ aluminum oxide
(see Engelhart et al. [56]).
In comparison to the core loss spectra reported by Engelhart, the intensity of the first peak at
535 eV in Figure 9.9 is significantly lower compared to the second peak at 553 eV-558 eV.
9.4. Conclusion
In conclusion, the transfer of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide phase to non conductive substrates
such as SiO2 is possible and can be used for further development of applications of pseudo-
γ aluminum oxide as a transparent conductive oxide. All structural investigations of x-ray
diffraction and qualitative as well as quantitative EDX in the SEM show that the characteristic
structural features of pseudo-γ aluminum oxide are reproduced by the thin films deposited on
SiO2 substrates.
TEM investigation in cross-section revealed a multilayer structure at the interface, incorporating
very high Ar mole fractions up to 10 at%. This observation gives a structural explanation for the
SEM EDX linescans in sections 6.3.3 and 8.3.2, where the highest Ar content was always found
at the interface to the substrate. The shape of the SEM EDX linescans for the rest of the pseudo-
γ film was linked to the granular structure of the film. Low Ar content is measured for small
grains, whereas high, constant Ar content corresponds to larger, columnar grains. This proves
that Ar is in fact incorporated into the spinel crystal structure and is not leading to regions of
amorphous aluminum oxide, as is also shown by dark-field images and EELS core loss analysis
of the Al L2,3 edge.
This correlation of different characterization techniques is necessary as their combination can
help to develop a full picture of the structural features of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide phase.
The high Ar mole fraction was linked to distinct features in the electron diffraction patterns
(and therefore the crystal structure) and shows once again the differences to the standard-γ
phase. To fully understand the role of Ar in forming a transparent conductive oxide, additional
measurements of the electric properties of samples deposited on SiO2 are necessary.

Appendices

A. SEM EDX linescans in cross-section
SEM EDX linescans acquired for all samples in cross-section.
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Figure A.1.: SEM EDX linescans in cross-section for sample 1:S1S1.
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Figure A.2.: SEM EDX linescans in cross-section for sample 2:S1S2.
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Figure A.3.: SEM EDX linescans in cross-section for sample 3:S1S3.
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Figure A.4.: SEM EDX linescans in cross-section for sample 10:S2S1.
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Figure A.5.: SEM EDX linescans in cross-section for sample 11:S2S2.
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Figure A.6.: SEM EDX linescans in cross-section for sample 12:S2S3.
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Figure A.7.: SEM EDX linescans in cross-section for sample 13:S2S4.
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Figure A.8.: SEM EDX linescans in cross-section for sample 4:S3S1.
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Figure A.9.: SEM EDX linescans in cross-section for sample 5:S3S2.
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Figure A.10.: SEM EDX linescans in cross-section for sample 6:S3S3.
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Figure A.11.: SEM EDX linescans in cross-section for sample 7:S3S4.
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Figure A.12.: SEM EDX linescans in cross-section for sample 8:S4S1 on WC substrate.
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Figure A.13.: SEM EDX linescans in cross-section for sample 8:S4S1 on SiO2 substrate.
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Figure A.14.: SEM EDX linescans in cross-section for sample 9:S4S2 on WC substrate.
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Figure A.15.: SEM EDX linescans in cross-section for sample 9:S4S2 on SiO2 substrate.
B. Peak deconvolution of x-ray diffractograms
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Figure B.1.: X-Ray diffractograms for all samples of series 1, 3 and 4 are shown together with the fit.

C. Structured DC sputtered Au contacts on pseudo-γ
aluminum oxide films.
Shadowing masks were used to deposit 60 nm thick Au contacts about 3.12 mm× 1.80 mm in
area, see Figure C.1a. They were used in combination with the spring contacting system, and
both cross-plane and in-plane resistivity was measured at room temperature.
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Figure C.1.: a) Light-microscopic image of DC sputtered Au contacts using a shadowing mask. b)
Decrease of measured electrical resistance with increasing Au film thickness for samples
of series 1. c) Decrease of in-plane to cross-plane resistance ratio with increasing Au film
thickness for samples of series 1.
Figure C.1c shows dependence of resistance with increasing metalization layer. An increasing
Au metalization reduces the in-plane resistance of the metalization, increasing the effective
electrode area and thus decreasing the resistance. This is also seen in Figure C.1b (in-plane
cross-plane ratio) for increasing thickness layer, a thicker metalization layer will carry a part of
the current for in-plane measurements, thus reducing the resistance in comparison to addition
of cross-plane resistances.

D. Formula derivation for thermopower measurement
The voltage measured for the whole sample is made up by contributions from the pseudo-γ
aluminum oxide layer and the WC substrate
VTotal = VAl2O3 + VWC (D.1)
where d is the layer thickness. The voltage is linked to the electric field E
VTotal = −EAl2O3 · dAl2O3 − EWC · dWC . (D.2)
The electric field in equation D.2 is generated by the thermoelectric effect and can be expressed
by the Seebeck coefficient and the temperature gradient across the film
VTotal = −SAl2O3 · ∇TAl2O3 · dAl2O3 − SWC · ∇TWC · dWC (D.3)
In the steady state case, the termperature gradient ∇T is linear and can be expressed using the
temperature difference ∆T
∇Ti = ∆Ti
di
(D.4)
The temperature difference ∆T is applied across the whole sample, yielding a temperature dif-
ference across each material
∆T = ∆TAl2O3 + ∆TWC (D.5)
The heat flux across the interface of the pseudo-γ aluminum oxide to the WC substrate has to
be conserved
λAl2O3 ·∆TAl2O3 = λWC ·∆TWC (D.6)
where λ is the thermal conductivity.
Using equations D.4, D.5 and D.6 it is possible to express the temperature difference across
each film as a function of the total temperature difference, the thickness and thermal conductiv-
ity values of the films
∆T = ∆TWC · (1 + dAl2O3
dWC
λWC
λAl2O3
) (D.7)
∆T = ∆TAl2O3 · (1 +
dWC
dAl2O3
λAl2O3
λWC
) (D.8)
Plugging equation D.7 into equation D.3
− VTotal = SAl2O3 ·
∆T
1 + dWC
dAl2O3
λAl2O3
λWC
+ SWC · ∆T
1 +
dAl2O3
dWC
λWC
λAl2O3
(D.9)
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and solving for SAl2O3 yields
SAl2O3 = −
VTotal
∆T
+
λAl2O3
λWC
dWC
dAl2O3
(−VTotal
∆T
− SWC) (D.10)
From the experimental results for the voltage and temperature difference, as well as the known
values for the thicknesses and the Seebeck coefficient of WC, it is possible to estimate the order
of magnitude for the two parts of the sum in equation D.10.
For the thermal conductivity of WC, Wang et al. report a value of 110 Wm K [108]. The value of
the thermal conductivity of pseudo-γ aluminum oxide is unknown, however, Su et al. report
for γ aluminum oxide a value of 6 Wm K [45]. Using these values, the order of magnitude can be
estimated for both parts of the sum as
− VTotal
∆T
≈ 10−6 V
K
(D.11)
λAl2O3
λWC
dWC
dAl2O3
(−VTotal
∆T
− SWC) ≈ 10−3 V
K
(D.12)
This shows that the first part of the sum can be omitted and equation D.10 can be simplified to
SAl2O3 ≈
λAl2O3
λWC
dWC
dAl2O3
(−VTotal
∆T
− SWC) (D.13)
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